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Abstract: This document presents a summary of the 2023 Terrestrial Very-Long-Baseline Atom253

Interferometry Workshop hosted by CERN. The workshop brought together experts from around the254

world to discuss the exciting developments in large-scale atom interferometer (AI) prototypes and255

their potential for detecting ultralight dark matter and gravitational waves. The primary objective256

of the workshop was to lay the groundwork for an international TVLBAI proto-collaboration. This257

collaboration aims to unite researchers from different institutions to strategize and secure funding for258

terrestrial large-scale AI projects. The ultimate goal is to create a roadmap detailing the design and259

technology choices for one or more km-scale detectors, which will be operational in the mid-2030s.260

The key sections of this report present the physics case and technical challenges, together with a261

comprehensive overview of the discussions at the workshop together with the main conclusions.262
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1 Preface332

Atom Interferometry (AI) is a well-established quantum sensor concept based on the superposition333

and interference of atomic wave packets, which affords exceptionally high sensitivity, for example, to334

inertial/gravitational effects. AI experimental designs take advantage of features used by state-of-the-335

art atomic clocks in combination with established techniques for building inertial sensors.336

The experimental landscape of AI projects has expanded significantly in recent years, ranging337

from ultra-sensitive experimental setups to portable devices and even commercially available gravime-338

ters. Several large-scale terrestrial AI projects based on cold atom technologies are currently under339

construction, in planning stages, or being proposed.340

Five large-scale fully funded prototype projects are currently under construction, namely a 10 m341

fountain at Stanford [1] & MAGIS-100 [2] at FNAL in the US, MIGA [3] in France, VLBAI [4] at342

Hannover in Germany, AION-10 [5] at Oxford with possible 100 m sites at Boulby in the UK and343

at CERN under investigation, and a 10 m fountain [6] & ZAIGA [7] in China. These projects will344

demonstrate the feasibility of AI at large scales, paving the way for terrestrial km-scale experiments345

as the next steps.346

There have already been discussions of projects to build one or more km-scale detectors, including347

ELGAR in Europe [8], MAGIS-km at the Sanford Underground Research facility (SURF) in the US [2],348

AION-km at the STFC Boulby facility in the UK [5], and advanced ZAIGA in China [7].349

The goal is that by about 2035 at least one km-scale detector will have entered operation. These350

km-scale experiments would not only be able to explore systematically the mid-frequency band of grav-351

itational waves and probe possible ultralight dark matter, but would also demonstrate the readiness352

of key technologies ahead of a space-based AI mission such as AEDGE [9, 10].353

The main goals of the workshop were to establish the pathway for a proto-collaboration that could354

develop a Roadmap for the design and technology choices for one or several km-scale detectors to be355

ready for operation in the mid-2030s. This initiative is supported by the cold atom community and356

the potential user communities interested in its science goals. This Roadmap will outline technological357

milestones as well as refine interim and long-term scientific goals.358

The Workshop brought together members of the cold atom, astrophysics, cosmology, and funda-359

mental physics communities and built upon the Community Workshop on Cold Atoms in Space held360

in September 2021 [11], which reviewed the cold atom experiment landscape for space and established361

a corresponding Roadmap for cold atoms in space [12].362

One of the main goals of the workshop was to establish a pathway for forming an international363

TVLBAI proto-collaboration. This collaboration will bring together researchers from various insti-364

tutions to plan and secure funding for terrestrial large-scale AI projects. The aim is to develop a365

roadmap that outlines the design and technology choices for one or several km-scale detectors, which366

will be ready for operation in the mid-2030s.367

The Workshop Summary, presented here, represents an important step towards the formation of368

the TVLBAI Proto-Collaboration. This will be followed by a town hall meeting in fall 2023, where369

interested communities, technology experts, and potential host site stakeholders will gather to discuss370

the formation of the collaboration. Templates from previous collaborations will be presented to guide371

the structured discussion and reach a consensus.372
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2 Introduction373

Atom interferometers have potential applications to some of the central topics in fundamental physics,374

namely the nature of dark matter and measurements of gravitational waves.375

One of the prominent schools of thought about dark matter [13–16] is that it may consist of waves376

of ultralight bosonic fields forming coherent waves that move non-relativistically through the Universe.377

Many models of such ultralight dark matter (ULDM) candidates postulate that they would have very378

weak interactions with the particles of the Standard Model (SM) that make up the visible matter in379

the Universe. As we discuss below, large-scale atom interferometers are extremely sensitive to such380

interactions of ULDM fields with SM particles [17], thanks to the very precise measurements of atomic381

properties that they enable.382

Atom interferometers are also sensitive to the small distortions of space-time induced by the383

passage of gravitational waves (GWs) [18]. The LIGO and Virgo laser interferometers discovered384

GWs emitted during the mergers of black holes (BHs) and neutron stars (NSs) [19] (and have now385

been joined by the KAGRA detector [20]), pulsar timing arrays have recently published evidence of386

nHz GWs that may be emitted by binary systems of supermassive BHs (SMBHs) [21–24], and mergers387

of SMBHs are among the prime target of the planned LISA [25], TianQin [26] and Taiji [27] space-borne388

laser interferometers. As we discuss in more detail below, large-scale atom interferometers are sensitive389

to GWs in a frequency range intermediate between LISA and LIGO/Virgo, offering complementary390

measurements of GWs that might cast light on the mechanisms for forming supermassive BHs including391

the detection of mergers of intermediate mass BHs [28] - the missing link between stellar-mass and392

supermassive BHs.393

Atom interferometers can in addition test the limits of quantum mechanics [29], probe quantum394

effects in gravitational fields [30], test QED and the Standard Model [31] and provide stringent tests395

of general relativity by probing Einstein’s Equivalence Principle [32]. Beyond these significant con-396

tributions to fundamental physics, the unprecedented sensitivity and accuracy of atom interferometry397

has important applications in the measurement of many physical quantities, such as acceleration, local398

gravity, and rotation, which can be used to create highly sensitive sensors for navigation, gravimetry399

and geodesy [12].400

Motivated by these many potential applications of atom interferometry to fundamental physics401

and beyond, it is a rapidly-developing field of research that is moving out of the laboratory and up to402

larger scales. Many of the technological challenges involved in the design and operation of large-scale403

atom interferometers are being addressed, and research into its possibilities is advancing rapidly.404

The study of matter waves and their interference dates back to the early days of quantum me-405

chanics, following the proposal of wave-particle duality by Louis de Broglie [33], which was confirmed406

for electrons in experiments by Davisson and Germer [34] and by Thomson [35], and for atoms by407

Esterman and Stern [36]. These experiments suggested that the principle of interferometry could be408

extended to matter waves, but the development of laser cooling and trapping techniques in the 1980s409

and 1990s greatly expanded the possibilities for this area of research.410

The advent of lasers enabled precise control over the internal states and momenta of atoms, cre-411

ating a new field of research using cold atoms and the creation of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs),412

which opened different possibilities for the study of matter waves. The first complete atom interfer-413

ometers [37, 38] were prepared using microfabricated diffraction gratings, while the first atom inter-414

ferometers based on laser pulses were constructed by the group of Bordé [39] and by Kasevich and415

Chu [40]. See [41, 42] for introductions and reviews of atom interferometry and some applications.416
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, the principle of atom interferometers is similar to that of optical interfer-417

ometers, but with physical beamsplitters and mirrors replaced by laser-atom interactions. Clouds of418

cold atoms are addressed by a laser beam. In the simplest case, an initial π/2 laser pulse splits the419

cloud into equal populations of ground- and excited-state atoms, the latter with a momentum kick420

due to the absorption of a photon, separating it from the ground-state cloud. A subsequent, longer421

π laser pulse inverts the populations of ground and excited states, which are brought back together,422

and a final π/2 pulse then acts as another beamsplitter and the numbers of atoms in the ground and423

excited states are read out by, e.g., fluorescence imaging. These are sensitive to phase shifts induced424

by interactions with ULDM and the passage of GWs.425

Beamsplitter Mirror

Input
(Light)

Output 1

Output 2

Beamsplitter
𝜋/2-pulse

Mirror
𝜋-pulse

Input
(Atoms)

Output 1

Figure 1. Left: Outline of the principle of a Mach-Zehnder laser interferometer [43, 44]. Right: Outline of an

analogous atom interferometer. Atoms in the ground state, |g⟩, are represented by solid blue lines, the dashed

red lines represent atoms in the excited state, |e⟩, and laser pulses are represented by wavy lines.

Achievements of atom interferometers already include a sensitive terrestrial test of the Einstein426

Equivalence Principle (EEP) by observing the free fall of clouds of 85Rb and 87Rb, which verified427

the EEP at the 10−12 level [32]. They also include a precise determination of the fine structure428

constant at the 10−11 level through precise determination of the recoil velocity induced by coherent429

scattering of a photon from a 87Rb atom [31]. Another experiment used pairs of 87Rb clouds launched430

simultaneously to different heights in a vertical interferometer to verify a gravitational analogue of431

the Aharonov-Bohm effect [30], namely a phase shift induced by the gravitational field of a tungsten432

source mass placed close to one of the clouds.433

The future sensitivities of atom interferometers to ULDM and GWs will depend, in particular,434

on the intensities of the atom sources and the separations between their trajectories generated by the435

laser pulses. The former control the level of atom shot noise and the latter are increased by repeating436

the laser pulse sequence many times to obtain large momentum transfers (LMT). These are key R&D437

targets on the path towards realizing the potential of very large atom interferometers.438

In the following Sections of this report we first summarize the physics case for such very large atom439

interferometers, and then discuss the synergies between them and laser interferometers. The following440

Sections review the cold atom technology developments that will be required for realizing this science441

programme, describe the principal detector options that are under consideration, and review possible442

site options. The final Sections discuss supplementary topics and summarize the contents of the report.443
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3 Physics Case444

3.1 Introduction445

The Standard Model of particle physics is one of the most successful theories constructed by human446

beings. It is able to describe the physics of matter from sub-nuclear distances as small as ∼ 10−18 m447

to the scale of the cosmos ∼ 1028 m. It has also withstood every direct experimental test that it448

has been subjected to over the past thirty years. Despite this unprecedented success, we know that449

the Standard Model is not a complete theory of nature. This failure is manifest both on observa-450

tional and theoretical fronts. On the observational side, the Standard Model cannot account for the451

matter/anti-matter asymmetry. Nor can it explain the nature of dark matter. On the theoretical side,452

we know that the Standard Model cannot describe the physics of strong gravity such as gravitational453

singularities encountered in black holes and the Big Bang singularity of the early Universe. It is also454

beset with theoretical puzzles such as the hierarchy, cosmological constant and strong CP problems455

where estimates of values of physical parameters based on well understood calculational principles456

are in massive contradiction with observational data. How can we make experimental progress on457

these issues given the obstinate agreement between experiment and theory when we directly probe the458

Standard Model?459

Over the past century, human mastery over electromagnetism has enabled us to probe physics460

at higher and higher energies through a variety of particle colliders. These colliders are the right461

technology to probe physics at high energies that have reasonably large interactions with particles462

such as electrons and protons. However, they are statistically unable to probe new physics of any463

mass that interacts weakly with these particles. This raises the interesting possibility that there might464

be weakly coupled new physics at low energies, opening a hitherto under-explored frontier in the hunt465

for new physics beyond the Standard Model. This possibility is bolstered by a compelling theoretical466

case for probing low-mass, weakly-coupled particles.467

For example, the universal nature of gravitation implies that every object in the Universe, past or468

present, is able to send signals to us through gravitational waves. Direct detection of these gravitational469

waves enables us to probe the dynamics of black hole space-times as well as the physics of the infant470

universe prior to era of recombination. This unique opportunity permits us to unveil the secrets of471

gravity in regimes that have never been observationally probed. Given the historic discoveries of472

gravitational waves by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration, there is a strong case for further exploration of473

the gravitational wave spectrum. Experiments that are able to explore other parts of this spectrum474

are guaranteed to make discoveries. In addition to this, there is also a strong theoretical case to look475

for new, weakly-coupled particles. The existence of dark matter strongly suggests that the new physics476

likely interacts weakly with the Standard Model. Popular solutions to outstanding theoretical puzzles477

such as the strong CP, hierarchy and cosmological constant problems also feature the existence of such478

particles. Given these exciting possibilities, what technology gives access to this space?479

The key technological requirement is a sensing platform that combines high precision with superior480

noise cancellation capabilities, in order to be sensitive to the weak signals expected from this kind of481

physics. Atom interferometry offers an interesting solution to this technological challenge. It combines482

the pristine quantum-mechanical nature of atomic properties with noise cancellation abilities inherent483

to interferometry to make possible sensors that have exquisite sensitivity to accelerations, energy shifts484

and spin precession - the dominant ways in which new physics can affect Standard Model sensors. The485

demonstrated performance of these sensors is sufficient to probe new regions of parameter space and486

foreseeable advances made possible by focused efforts will lead to the creation of advanced sensors487

that can expand significantly the searches for gravitational waves and new physics.488
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Figure 2. Sensitivities to the energy density of GWs, ΩGWh2, using power-law integration of the proposed

terrestrial atom interferometers AION-100, AION-km, as well as the space-borne incarnations of the technology

AEDGE and AEDGE+, together with other existing and planned experiments LIGO, ET, PTAs and SKA. Also

shown in gray are likelihood distributions in each frequency bin for the GW signal reported by the NANOGrav

Collaboration in their 15-year data [21].

In the following, we discuss some of the physics opportunities that can be exploited by a variety489

of atom interferometry configurations. We begin in Section 3.2 by focusing on gravitational waves in490

the frequency band 0.01 - 10 Hz (the “dHz range”) where terrestrial atom interferometers have unique491

capabilities for gravitational wave detection. Following this, in Section 3.3 we discuss the ability of492

atom interferometers to probe a variety of ultralight dark matter candidates. We then discuss new493

tests of quantum mechanics in Section 3.4, followed by discussions of probes of new fundamental494

interactions in Section 3.5 and probes of the charge neutrality of atoms in Section 3.6.495

3.2 Gravitational wave signals496

Fig. 2 illustrates the potential sensitivities of terrestrial atom interferometers to gravitational waves497

based on studies of the Atom Interferometer Observatory and Network (AION) in its planned 100 m498

and 1 km versions [5, 45]. The dashed line labelled GGN indicates the potential impact of gravitational499

gradient noise assuming the Peterson new low-noise model (NLNM) model [46] without implementing500

any of the mitigation strategies discussed in Section 4.2. We also include other planned and currently501

running experiments starting from high frequencies with LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA and their latest O3502

data [47] and design sensitivity [48], as well as the planned ET detector [49]. Below the optimal503

frequencies of atom interferometers we see the sensitivity of LISA [25] and at much lower frequencies504

those of pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) and SKA [50]. We also include grey violins indicating the fit to a505

stochastic gravitational wave background reported by the NANOGrav PTA in their 15-year data [21],506

which is corroborated by data from other PTAs [22–24, 51–58], and also indicate the prospective507

sensitivities of the space-borne atom interferometer experiments AEDGE and AEDGE+ [45, 59].508

The peak sensitivity of atom interferometers such as AION, positioned between the terrestrial509

interferometers LIGO/Virgo and the LISA space mission, makes them ideal tools for probing many510

astrophysical phenomena otherwise beyond our reach. It would be ideal for measuring the high-511
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Figure 3. Sensitivities in the (T∗, α) plane of AION-100 and -km, as well as other planned experiments, to

the SGWB spectrum from sound waves in the plasma that could be formed in the aftermath of bubble collisions.

Dashed lines show SNR = 1 while solid lines SNR = 10 except for AION-km GGN for which SNR = 10 is

depicted by a thick dashed line while the dotted line corresponds to SNR = 1. Figure taken from ref [45].

frequency tails of mergers and ringdown stages of intermediate-mass black hole binaries. It can also512

observe the early infall stages of mergers that subsequently merge within the LIGO/Virgo and ET513

frequency band. These prospects were discussed in detail in [5, 45], for more details and updated514

predictions see also Section 4.3. Proposals for space-borne laser interferometer projects beyond LISA515

to target similar frequency ranges include BBO [60] and DECIGO [61].516

Another interesting target unique to GW observatories is the direct observation of early Universe517

phenomena through primordial stochastic backgrounds of GWs [62]. One of the possible sources at518

such early times is a first-order phase transition, as appears in a plethora of scenarios for physics beyond519

the SM (BSM). The dynamics of such transitions are largely described by their energy compared to520

the background, parameterised by α, and the ratio of their inverse time duration to the Hubble time,521

β/H, as well as the transition temperature T∗. Fig. 3 shows the sensitivity of AION and other planned522

experiments to phase transitions in terms of these parameters. We show fixed values of β/H = 10,523

102 and 103 using, for simplicity, the sound-wave spectra calculated in [63–65]. Note that the latter524

are most appropriate for relatively weak phase transitions, i.e., α ≲ 0.1. We see that AION-km has525

good sensitivity for transition temperatures between T∗ = 103 and 105 GeV, provided α ≥ 0.1 and526

β/H ≤ 102. It is important to point out that probing the spectrum in a large range of frequencies527

would be necessary to measure well the shape of the spectrum and identify a phase transition as the528

source behind the signal.529

The electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) transition, which occurs at an energy scale T∗ ∼530

100GeV , offers a particularly interesting test-bed in this context, since it certainly took place in the531

early Universe, and represents the frontier between “known” high-energy physics - the Standard Model532

of particle physics that has been tested on Earth in particle experiments - and its untested higher-533

energy extensions. Searching for a SGWB signal from such a phase transition therefore provides a probe534

of possible physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). BSM scenarios for which the electroweak phase535

transition is of first order typically predict weakly first-order (and consequently brief) phase transitions,536

characterised by 102 < β/H∗ < 104 [66, 67]. The corresponding SGWBs are outside the sensitivity537

range of LISA, but could be detected by an interferometer operating at higher frequency. Consequently,538

the detection frequency range of an atom interferometer such as AION-km has the advantage of probing539

favoured regions in the EWSB parameter space. Furthermore, as can be appreciated from Fig. 3,540
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Figure 4. Left panel: Cosmic super string spectrum with Gµ = 10−11.75 and intercommutation probability

p = 10−2.25 in standard cosmology together with its possible modifications by a period of kination or matter

domination (MD) ending at temperatures T > 5 MeV and 5 GeV. The grey violins indicate the spectra capable

of explaining the NANOGrav 15yr data. Right panel: Sensitivity of various experiments to a modification of

the expansion rate at a temperature T∆ for a given value of the string tension Gµ with p = 1. The gray bands

indicate values favoured by the NANOGrav 12.5yr data [72, 76]. The right panel was taken from ref [45].

AION-km would be sensitive to first-order phase transitions occurring also at higher temperatures541

than EWSB, providing the opportunity to test the fundamental high-energy theory beyond the reach542

of any present or near-future particle collider.543

Another potential source of gravitational waves from the Early Universe is a cosmic string network.544

If produced in a phase transition at very high energies it would continue emitting GWs until today,545

producing a spectrum featuring a relatively flat plateau over a large range of frequencies [68–70].546

The recent GW signal in the 15-year data from NANOGrav [21] could in fact be fitted very well547

with such a signal [52, 71] (for earlier analysis of this potential source see [72–74]) provided the mass548

per unit length of the network lies within Gµ ∼ ×10−11 − 10−12 with intercommutation probability549

p ∼ 10−3 − 10−1 [75]. This interpretation would indicate that the signal could also be measured in550

AION-km as well as LISA, ET and AEDGE, although not necessarily in upcoming runs of the LIGO,551

Virgo and KAGRA experiments [75]. Should this interpretation prevail, measurement of the spectrum552

over a wide range of frequencies would also enable the mapping of the expansion rate of the Universe,553

as any modification would leave its imprint on the spectrum. We show examples of modifications554

of the spectrum coming from an early period of matter domination and kination in the left panel of555

Fig. 4. However, it is important to point out that even much smaller modifications such as a change556

in the number of relativistic degrees of freedom could be measured. The right panel of the same figure557

shows the reach of experiments in terms of the temperature at which the expansion rate is modified.558

3.3 Dark matter signals559

For masses below approximately 1 eV, a bosonic ultra-light dark matter (ULDM) field within our560

galaxy could be effectively described as a superposition of classical waves [80]. The coherent os-561

cillations of these ULDM waves would give rise to a diverse range of time-dependent signals that562

could be explored using atom interferometers. These signals encompass various phenomena, includ-563

ing the time-dependent oscillations of fundamental ‘constants’ in the context of scalar ULDM can-564

didates [45, 77, 81, 82], the time-dependent differences in accelerations between atoms in theories565

involving vector candidates [17], and the time-dependent precession of nuclear spins in the case of566

pseudoscalar candidates [83]. In general, these signals have a frequency determined by the ULDM567
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Figure 5. Left panel: Projections for sensitivities to scalar ULDM linearly coupled to electrons (shot noise

limited and assuming SNR = 1). The lighter-blue 100m baseline curve shows the oscillatory nature of the

sensitivity projections, while the darker-blue and green curves show the envelope of the oscillations. Right panel:

Parameter reconstruction, adapted from ref. [77], of an injected signal with fϕ = 9.1 Hz and dme = 3.7 × 10−5

(green cross) for a 1 km baseline assuming a constant sampling frequency of 0.3Hz. The purple contours show

the islands of parameter space compatible with the signal at 95.4% CL. In both panels, the shaded orange region

shows constraints from MICROSCOPE [78, 79].

mass, an amplitude proportional to the local ULDM density and mass, and a coherence time that568

depends on both the ULDM mass and the ULDM virial velocity within our galaxy [84].569

The left panel of Fig. 5 shows sensitivity projections for 100m and 1 km baseline vertical gra-570

diometers to the linear coupling of a scalar ULDM field to electrons (dme
) as a function of the ULDM571

mass (mϕ). This linear coupling induces an effective time-dependent correction to the electron mass,572

which in turn, induces small time-dependences in the energy levels of atoms [85]. 1 The projections in573

the left panel of Fig. 5 have been calculated for the ‘clock’ transition in 87Sr and follow the procedure574

outlined in ref. [5]. For the 100m baseline, we assume 1000 ℏk atom optics and 10−4 rad/
√
Hz phase575

resolution; while for the 1 km baseline we assume 2500 ℏk atom optics and 10−5 rad/
√
Hz phase reso-576

lution. The atom interferometer sensitivity oscillates as a function of the ULDM mass, as illustrated577

by the light-blue 100m curve in the left panel of Fig. 5. However, the peaks and troughs can be578

shifted by running with slightly different interrogation times [86], so it is usually only the envelope579

of the oscillations that is plotted (darker blue and green lines). It is important to note that these580

projections are atom-shot-noise limited and therefore do not take into account gravity gradient noise,581

which is expected to impact the 1 km baseline projections below approximately 1Hz in the absence of582

mitigation strategies: see the discussion in Section 4.2.583

The right panel of Fig. 5 shows an example of ULDM parameter reconstruction in the event584

of a (simulated) 5σ discovery assuming a 1 km baseline, 2500 ℏk atom optics, 10−5 rad/
√
Hz phase585

resolution, 108 s integration time, and a constant sampling frequency of 0.3Hz [77]. The green cross586

shows the parameters of the injected signal, while the purple contours show the islands of parameter587

space compatible with the signal at 95.4% CL. The injected signal falls within the 95.4% CL contour588

of one island. The multiple islands arise from aliasing, since the injected signal is above the Nyquist589

frequency [77]. As the signal strength increases, or if the sampling frequency is increased, the number590

of islands decreases. Each island has a width δfϕ ∼ 10−6 Hz, which is determined by the integration591

1There are similar sensitivities for scalar ULDM couplings to the photon and to quarks.
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Figure 6. Left panel: Shot noise limited projection, adapted from ref. [2], to B−L coupled vector ULDM for a

dual-species interferometer ( 87Sr and 88Sr). The projections are given in terms of the acceleration sensitivities

achievable with VLBAI (see text). The shaded orange region shows constraints from MICROSCOPE [78].

Right panel: Shot noise limited projection, adapted from ref. [83], to the spin coupling of pseudoscalar ULDM

to atoms. The projections are given in terms of the interrogation time. The shaded yellow region shows bounds

from supernova cooling.

time and the degree to which the time-series data is stacked [77].592

Next, we consider the shot-noise-limited sensitivity to a B − L coupled vector ULDM candidate.593

The projected sensitivity, shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 in terms of the vector mass (mA) and594

coupling (gB−L) [87, 88], arises from comparing the accelerometer signals from two simultaneous595

atom interferometers run with dual species (here, 87Sr and 88Sr). The sensitivity is quoted in terms596

of the acceleration sensitivity, where the blue line could be achieved with a 100m baseline, 100 ℏk597

atom optics and 10−3 rad/
√
Hz phase resolution, while the green line could be achieved with a 100m598

baseline, 1000 ℏk atom optics and 10−4 rad/
√
Hz phase resolution.599

Finally, the right panel of Fig. 6 shows the shot-noise-limited sensitivity to a pseudoscalar ULDM600

candidate. The spin coupling of the pseudoscalar field to atoms creates a spurious phase shift due to601

the precession of the spin induced by the pseudoscalar field, which can be measured by interfering two602

atoms in different nuclear spin states. The projections shown in Fig. 6 in terms of the pseudoscalar603

mass (ma) and coupling (gaNN ) assume the use of a resonant sequence that amplifies the phase shift604

at the pseudoscalar frequency [89], and a phase resolution of 10−4 rad/
√
Hz. The sensitivity is shown605

for two values of the interrogation time. While 1 s can be achieved with a O(10)m baseline, 10 s is606

expected to be achievable with a 1 km baseline.607

3.4 Tests of Quantum Mechanics608

Quantum Mechanics is the bedrock of physics. However, its axioms were derived phenomenologically,609

leading to the enticing possibility that these axioms are an approximation to a more complete theory.610

There is a strong need to develop formalisms for consistent deviations from these axioms and probe611

them experimentally.612

613

Linearity: One of the central axioms of quantum mechanics is the linearity of time evolution. In every614

other system, linearity is an approximation. Why should quantum mechanics be perfectly linear? Fol-615

lowing the failure of prior attempts [90, 91], it has been widely believed that linearity is necessary for616
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causality. However, it was shown in [92] that this belief is false. Furthermore, this work showed that617

causal nonlinear evolution that preserves other symmetries of nature (such as gauge invariance and618

conservation laws) was possible in quantum mechanics. The key point of [92] is as follows. In quantum619

mechanics, when we consider a particle like an electron moving from one point to another, the particle620

takes all possible paths in physical space in going between these points. In linear quantum mechanics,621

when we consider the motion of two electrons, the paths taken by one electron affects the paths taken622

by the other electron via the electromagnetic force. This occurs causally. However, in linear quantum623

mechanics, the paths of a single electron do not influence each other via the electromagnetic force.624

Such an interaction would be nonlinear. Given that the paths of distinct electrons are able to affect625

each other causally, why should causality preclude nonlinearity, i.e., the paths of the single electron626

influencing each other? In linear quantum mechanics, the natural way to describe interactions in a627

causal way is quantum field theory. Thus, in [92], nonlinearities were directly introduced into quan-628

tum field theory and it was shown that a wide class of causal and consistent nonlinear time evolution629

was possible in quantum mechanics. This work also naturally realized the general structure that [91]630

showed must be present in any causal nonlinear quantum mechanical theory.631

Excitingly, this work also showed that prior experimental limits on causal nonlinear quantum632

mechanical systems from probes of pristine quantum mechanical systems such as atomic and nuclear633

physics were weak. But, this physics can be readily probed in dedicated experiments. A preliminary634

suite of experiments was performed to test the electromagnetic aspects of this framework [93, 94].635

Present and future atom interferometers will be able to test the gravitational aspects of this framework636

with significant sensitivity, well beyond present limits on such non-linearities in the gravitational sector.637

In linear quantum mechanics, the time evolution of a quantum state |χ⟩ is described by a convo-638

lution of the state |χ⟩ with a path integral that describes the evolution of the basis elements of the639

Hilbert space of the theory. This path integral is independent of the state |χ⟩. In [92], nonlinear evolu-640

tion is introduced by making this path integral depend on the state |χ⟩ by changing the Lagrangian in641

a state-dependent way. For example, in linear quantum mechanics, the interaction of the gravitational642

field gµν with a scalar field ϕ is described by the term gµν∂
µϕ∂νϕ. In nonlinear quantum mechan-643

ics, the interaction is instead described by the term (gµν + ϵ⟨χ|ĝµν |χ⟩) ∂µϕ∂νϕ, where ⟨χ|ĝµν |χ⟩ is644

the expectation value of the metric operator ĝµν in the quantum state |χ⟩. How can these terms be645

probed experimentally? Nonlinearities permit different arms of a superposition to interact with each646

other. In linear quantum mechanics, the effects of a quantum superposition can only be measured if647

the system is quantum coherent. Bizarrely, in nonlinear quantum mechanics, the effects of a quantum648

superposition can be detected even in the presence of decoherence [91, 92]. This leads to the following649

experimental concept.650

First, one creates a macroscopic quantum superposition. This superposition need not be quantum651

coherent and is thus easily created by performing a measurement on a quantum system such as a spin652

1
2 system. When such a measurement is made, the Schrodinger equation predicts that this creates653

a macroscopic superposition of two “worlds”: one in which the spin was measured to be up and in654

another where the spin was measured to be down. At a fixed location in the laboratory, we place a655

test mass when spin up is obtained. At the same location in the laboratory, if we get spin down, we656

place an accelerometer such as an atom interferometer. In this quantum state, even in linear quantum657

mechanics, the expectation value ⟨χ|ĝµν |χ⟩ at this particular point in the laboratory is non-zero. But,658

since the evolution is independent of ⟨χ|ĝµν |χ⟩, this cannot be observed - the accelerometer that is659

entangled with spin down will not respond to the test mass that is entangled with spin up.660

This is not the case in nonlinear quantum mechanics where ⟨χ|ĝµν |χ⟩ directly affects the evolution661

of the physical states. Thus, the accelerometer that is entangled with spin down will register an662
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acceleration arising from the test mass that is entangled with spin up. Due to this nonlinearity, there663

is interaction between the two arms (i.e “worlds”) of the superposition. This phenomenon was dubbed664

the “Everett phone” by [91] and it is a requirement of any causal nonlinear modification of quantum665

mechanics.666

An experiment of this kind can be naturally incorporated into the science program envisaged for667

a long baseline interferometry setup. The atom interferometers are natural accelerometers and, when668

arranged in a gradiometer configuration, they are naturally insensitive to a variety of systematics669

such as vibrational noise that affect accelerometry measurements. Test masses are also envisaged670

in these setups in order to search for new interactions (see Section 3.5). All that is missing is a671

quantum spin whose outcome determines where the mass and the accelerometer are placed. This can672

be readily obtained by either accessing a variety of publicly available quantum randomizers such as673

the IBM quantum processor or through in-house quantum randomizers constructed either with atomic674

systems or simple, low-activity radioactive sources. Conservatively, an accelerometer with sensitivity675

∼ 10−13 g√
Hz

and a 100 kg test mass, operating for about ∼ 106 s can probe the nonlinear parameter ϵ676

down to ϵ ∼ 10−6, a million-fold improvement over the current ϵ ∼ O (1) on this parameter from [95].677

A null result in this experiment would also be hugely important, since it would prove the quantum678

nature of gravity [95].679

Atom interferometers also have a unique ability to probe another key aspect of nonlinear quantum680

mechanics. Unlike linear quantum mechanics, the observational phenomenology of nonlinear quantum681

mechanics is fundamentally tied to the full quantum state [92], including its cosmological history. In682

conventional inflationary cosmology, where our observed universe is a tiny part of the entire wave-683

function of the universe, laboratory experiments of the kind described above will give null results even684

if the fundamental nonlinear term ϵ is large simply because of the small overlap of our universe with685

the full quantum state of the cosmos. But, in such a scenario, nonlinear terms can still be tested686

since these terms naturally violate the equivalence principle. Tests of the equivalence principle are687

one of the key goals of long baseline atom interferometers (see Section 3.5) and these tests are directly688

applicable in constraining these aspects of nonlinear quantum mechanics.689

It is exciting that there is a consistent parameterized deviation from quantum mechanics [92]. If690

nonlinear quantum mechanics is discovered in the experiments proposed above, it could lead to trans-691

formative effects on science and society. For example, if nonlinear quantum mechanics is discovered692

using the “Everett-phone” setup described above [91], it will lead to a technological revolution. This693

discovery would enable us to parallelize readily-available classical resources to solve a wide variety694

of problems, including computing problems. Moreover, any discovery of nonlinear quantum mechan-695

ics is likely to open new avenues for solving the black hole information problem in an experimentally696

testable manner. There is thus a very strong scientific and technological case for testing these theories.697

698

Superposition: Among the tests of the foundations of Quantum Mechanics, it is also of funda-699

mental importance to the limits of validity of the quantum superposition principle for larger systems.700

The reason why quantum properties of microscopic systems (in particular, the possibility of being in701

the superposition of two states at once) do not carry over to macroscopic objects has been subject of702

intense debate during recent decades [96–102]. Its possible resolution could be a progressive break-703

down of the superposition principle when moving from the microscopic to the macroscopic regime.704

The most important consequence would be to change fundamentally our understanding of Quantum705

Mechanics — now commonly considered as the fundamental theory of Nature — as an effective theory706

appearing only as the limiting case of a more general one [103]. Several models have been proposed707
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to account for such a breakdown of the quantum superposition principle. They go under the common708

name of (wavefunction) collapse models [103–105], and modify the standard Schrödinger dynamics by709

adding collapse terms whose action leads to the localization of the wavefunction in a chosen basis.710

Another suggested motivation for collapse models, beyond having a universal theory whose validity711

stretches from the microscopic world to the macroscopic world, comes from a cosmological perspective.712

Collapse models have been proposed to justify the emergence of cosmic structures in the Universe,713

whose signatures are imprinted in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) in the form of temper-714

ature anisotropies [106–108]. Moreover, collapse models were also proposed as possible candidates to715

implement an effective cosmological constant, thus explaining the acceleration of the expansion of the716

Universe [109]. The application of collapse models to cosmology is however not straightforward, as it717

requires a relativistic generalization of the non-relativistic models discussed below. How to build these718

relativistic generalisations of collapse models is still not clear: several proposals have been suggested719

[110–114], but each has limitations and the debate in the theoretical community is still open.720

The most studied collapse model is the Continuous Spontaneous Localisation (CSL) model [115,721

116], a phenomenological model that treats the system under scrutiny as fundamentally quantum but722

subject to the weak and continuous action of some measurement-like dynamics that occurs universally.723

The CSL model is characterized by two free parameters: the collapse rate λ, which characterizes the724

strength of the collapse, and the correlation length of the collapse noise rC, which is the length-scale725

defining the spatial resolution of the collapse and thus characterizing the transition between the micro726

and macro domains. Although extensive research over the past 20 years has set ever stronger upper727

bounds on these parameters [117, 118], there is still a wide unexplored region in the parameter space.728

Since the structure of the CSL dynamics resembles that of a weak continuous Gaussian measurement729

(at zero efficiency, since the outcome of the measurement is not recorded) — which is a quite general730

framework — one typically regards it as a figure of merit for a wide class of collapse models.731

Also worthy of mention is the Diósi-Penrose (DP) model [99, 119], which is also considered among732

the most important collapse models. The DP model predicts the breakdown of the superposition733

principle when gravitational effects are strong enough. Penrose provided several arguments why there734

is a fundamental tension between the principle of general covariance in General Relativity and the735

superposition principle of Quantum Mechanics [119, 120], suggesting that systems in spatial super-736

position should collapse spontaneously to localised states and that this effect should get stronger the737

larger the mass of the system. A model that describes this effect was introduced by Diósi in [121]738

and is known as the DP model. It is fully characterised by the Newtonian kernel G
ℏ

1
|x−y| , where G is739

the gravitational constant, so that the model is free from any fitting parameter. However, due to the740

standard divergences of the Newtonian potential at small distances, the collapse rate for a point-like741

particle diverges, irrespective of its mass. This implies an instantaneous collapse even for microscopic742

particles, in contrast to the requirements of the model. To avoid this divergence, one takes a Gaussian743

smearing of the Newtonian kernel of width R0, which becomes the free parameter of the DP model.744

Several experiments set lower bounds on R0 [118, 122], and the strongest bound is given currently by745

a search for spontaneous radiation emission from germanium [123].746

The direct way to test collapse models is to quantify the loss of quantum coherence in interfer-747

ometric experiments with particles as massive as possible, so as to magnify the collapse effects on748

the superposition [117]. Currently, the most massive particle that has been placed in a superposition749

has had a mass around 2.5 × 104 amu [124]. The corresponding bound is, however, around 9 orders750

of magnitude away from ruling out the CSL model. With the aim of testing such values, one would751

need to prepare superpositions with masses around 109 amu on a time-scale of 10 s [125], which is far752

beyond the current capabilities of the state-of-the-art and near-future technology.753
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In parallel to the interferometric approach, alternative strategies have been developed, which754

provide stronger bounds, without necessarily requiring the creation of a superposition state. They are755

based on indirect effects of the modifications collapse models introduce into quantum dynamics [118],756

such as extra heating and diffusion or spontaneous radiation emission. Among them, the measurement757

of the variance in position σ2
t of a non-interacting BEC in free fall can be considered. It may be758

expressed as759

σ2
t = σ2

QM,t +
ℏ2

6m2
0r

2
C

λt3. (3.1)

The variance is enhanced by the action of collapse models on the BEC with respect to that predicted by760

quantum mechanics σ2
QM,t ∝ t2, exhibiting a different scaling that is proportional to the cube of the free761

evolution time. This test can be implemented directly without requiring additional instrumentation762

beyond what is already envisioned for the interferometric experiment.763

A study of BEC expansion has already set a competitive bound on CSL [29], which provides764

bounds four orders of magnitude stronger than interferometric experiments. This experiment was765

performed on the ground [126], where the major limitation was provided by gravity, which constrains766

the total duration of the experiments to a few seconds. In such an experiment, a BEC is created in767

a vertically-oriented quadrupole trap, allowed to evolve freely and cooled down through the use of a768

delta-kick technique to make σQM,t as small as possible. Finally, it is again allowed to evolve freely,769

and eventually its position variance is measured.770

3.5 Fundamental interactions771

As discussed in Section 3.3, dark matter candidates may induce a signal in atom interferometers [81],772

where two spatially-separated devices are operated by common laser beams [82]. The differential773

measurement suppresses common mode noise and compares the signal induced at two different points774

in space-time. Dark matter may induce signatures in both the motion and the internal (electronic)775

energy states of the atom [127]. The working principle of atom-based GW detectors is similar, but776

the signature of a GW is encoded in the phase of the atomic cloud and read out by the atom inter-777

ferometer [18, 128, 129]. These examples highlight the point that light-pulse atom interferometers are778

based on the propagation of atoms and light, as well as on their interaction at different points in space779

time. Different approaches to model atom interferometers have mainly focused on the propagation of780

atoms [128, 130–135], but also detailed studies of diffraction induced by atom-light interactions have781

been performed [136–140]. These efforts have to be re-evaluated when designing detectors for BSM782

physics.783

To include such fundamental interactions, one starts by introducing additional fields that give rise784

to novel physics. The hypothetical interactions with all known constituents of the Standard Model785

need to be described, that is, the interactions with elementary particles such as electrons, photons,786

gluons, quarks, and others. Typically, a complementary approach to high-energy or particle physics787

is chosen: classical light and weak BSM fields are assumed instead of second-quantized particles. The788

next step is to solve perturbatively the equation of motion of the field and its interaction with other789

particles. When the coupling between the new field and known particles is introduced, light-pulse790

atom interferometers require the treatment of light and atoms. The latter are composite particles,791

as are their nuclei, and require an effective description. One should consider both the centre-of-mass792

motion of the composite particle and its internal states, as both are manipulated by light and are793

central to atom interferometry. One finds an effective coupling of the novel field to the centre-of-mass794

motion as well as to the internal states, which in general differs from that to the individual elementary795
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particles. Simultaneously, new fields may directly couple the photons that make up the light pulses796

through and modify Maxwell’s equations.797

In principle, the described procedure is generic and can be applied to various types of fields with798

different symmetries and properties, such as scalar fields like dilatons [141], but also to pseudoscalar799

fields [142, 143] like axions [144, 145], or dark photons [146, 147], which could all in principle account800

for dark matter. There is a variety of possible extensions of the Standard Model, and a comprehensive801

overview is beyond the scope of this article. Instead, we focus on the example of a dilaton field.802

In general, the dilaton couples non-trivially to all constituents of the Standard Model, and its803

couplings can be linearized since it is a weakly-coupled field. Via this procedure, all coupling constants804

are modified linearly by the dilaton, including the fine structure constant or the electron and nucleon805

masses [141, 148]. In particular, both the atom’s mass and its internal energy structure are modified806

and depend, to lowest order, linearly on the dilaton. Maxwell’s equations are modified similarly,807

whereas no modification of Einstein’s equations is found to lowest order, since the field is ultralight and808

couples weakly. The specific form of the dilaton field depends in general on the local environment and809

may be modified, e.g., by source masses such as the Earth. It obeys an inhomogeneous wave equation,810

where the homogeneous part gives rise to plane waves with a specific wave vector that corresponds811

to its momentum [127]. This contribution serves as a model for dark matter, where the velocity812

distribution inferred from galactic observations is matched to the plane waves. The inhomogeneous813

solution arises from the metric and depends on the local mass-energy density. The modified Maxwell’s814

equations lead only to an effect on the amplitude of a classical propagating light ray, not on its phase815

to leading order, so that no signature arises from light propagation in dark-matter backgrounds [127].816

In contrast, the atomic motion and the resulting interferometric phase are sensitive to the dilaton,817

and the internal energies and the mass of the atom depend on it [81, 82]. The inhomogeneous solution818

sourced by a local mass reflects itself in an apparent violation of the equivalence principle [32, 149–152].819

It induces a mass- and internal-state-dependent acceleration. In contrast, the plane-wave solution that820

models dark matter gives rise to oscillations of internal energies, and also the total mass of the atom.821

Consequently, there are two read-out strategies. To measure an effect on the centre of mass, the atom822

remains in the same internal state [3, 8, 81] using Bragg diffraction [138–140, 153]. Such an experiment823

needs two counterpropagating beams so that laser phase noise couples for large spatial separations. In824

contrast, single photon transitions [18, 154] change the internal state, whose energy difference depend825

on the dilaton field. Similar to atomic clocks [155–157], this contribution is dominant [158], as it826

originates from the rest energy of the atom [2, 82, 127]. The treatment sketched above has to be827

reviewed for other possible dark matter candidates, that might differ in their fundamental interactions828

with atom interferometers.829

3.6 Tests of Atom Neutrality830

Although atom neutrality is commonly accepted, it raises the fundamental question of charge quanti-831

zation in the framework of the SM [159, 160], and therefore relies mainly on experimental observations.832

Several measurements of the electrical neutrality of matter have been performed using different labora-833

tory approaches. All experimental evidence to date is consistent with atoms being electrically neutral,834

i.e., there is an exact matching between the charge of the electron (qe) and the proton (qp), and the835

neutron charge (qn) is zero. The best limits for the electron-proton charge asymmetry (qp + qe)/qe836

and the residual neutron charge qn/qe are near 10−21 [161–163]. Most of the methods used so far837

are measurements based on macroscopic dilute or bulk ensembles that suffer from difficulties in the838

modelling of systematic effects related to spurious charging effects or the inhomogeneity of electric839

fields.840
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Matter-wave interferometers with a macroscopic separation between interferometer arms allow841

one to shape electromagnetic and gravitational potentials [30, 164, 165], opening the way to new842

measurements in fundamental physics based on geometrical phase shifts. In particular, a new test843

of atom neutrality with an atom interferometer based on the scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect has been844

proposed [166, 167]. The scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect [168] appears when opposite electric potentials845

±V are applied on the two interferometer arms during a time τ . The electric potentials are turned846

on when the atoms are inside the electrode assembly where the electric field is vanishing. If the847

atom carries a non-zero electric charge δq, a phase shift proportional to δq is induced: ∆ϕ = δqV τ/ℏ.848

Therefore, one can infer a limit on the atom neutrality and the charge per nucleon from the uncertainty849

in the Aharonov-Bohm phase shift. Besides, by performing the measurements on the two atomic850

species, one can place independent bounds on the neutron charge qn and on the electron-proton851

charge asymmetry qe+ qp. Then, assuming charge conservation in neutron β-decay (n → p+ e−+νe),852

it is possible to infer a limit on the neutrino (νe) electric charge with the same accuracy as qp + qe853

and qn.854

The Aharonov-Bohm method can potentially surpass by orders of magnitude the current bounds855

on atom neutrality. In particular, very large scale atom interferometers offer opportunities for efficient856

implementation of such tests, as they provide large separations between the interferometer arms leading857

to well-separated interaction zones and very long duration of the voltage pulse τ . In addition, the858

gravitational antennas studied here anticipate an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio and a very low-859

noise environment [2], opening up the prospect of electrical neutrality tests below 10−28qe.860

Astrophysical methods can also provide bounds on the neutrality of atoms [169, 170] and neutrinos861

[171, 172]. However, these limits depend on specific assumptions and models. Therefore, the new862

bounds from atom interferometry could help to refine such astrophysical models, and might stimulate863

new studies in astrophysics. In addition, pushing the limits on atom neutrality is of great interest in864

particle physics, as the origin of the extreme fine-tuning between the charges of fundamental particles865

can be considered as a hint for new physics beyond the SM [159]. Indeed, some specific models propose866

de-quantization of the electric charge [167, 173]. We close by recalling the comment that most of the867

experiments “were done decades ago, and at the time were rather one-[person] shows. This is a pity868

in view of the effort invested in other searches beyond the standard model” [174].869

4 Synergies of Cold Atom and Laser Interferometer Experiments870

4.1 Introduction871

In this Section we summarise three aspects of the synergies between terrestrial atom and laser interfer-872

ometer experiments. Both types of experiment must confront and mitigate the effects of the Earth’s873

seismic activity. Laser interferometers are particularly vulnerable to vibrations of their mirrors, which874

can be mitigated by the design of their mounts, whereas the motions of clouds in atom interferometers875

are sensitive to fluctuations in the Earth’s gravitational field as it vibrates, called Gravity Gradient876

Noise (GGN), which cannot be shielded. The synergies between the two types of experiment depend on877

the degree to which GGN effects can be minimised, allowing atom interferometers to explore frequency878

ranges that are inaccessible to laser interferometers and maximise their complementarity, as discussed879

in the first part of this Section. Prospective synergies in studies of astrophysical GWs are discussed880

in the second part of this Section. These include the observations of inspiral stages of stellar-mass881

black holes that will be observed later by laser interferometers such as LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA, ET882

and CE. These will provide tests of gravity including constraints on the graviton mass and Lorentz883
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L [m] T [s] n ∆zmax [m] δϕ [1/
√
Hz] Tint [s]

1000 1.7 2500 970 10−5 108

Table 1. List of experimental parameters used for the computation of the sensitivity plots shown in this

Section, which could be implemented in future vertical gradiometers, such as AION-km. For reference, L is

the length of the baseline, T is the interrogation time, 4n − 1 is the total number of LMT kicks transferred

during a single cycle, δϕ is the shot noise-limited phase resolution, Tint is the integration time, and ∆zmax is

the maximum gradiometer length given the choice of interferometer parameters. We also consider scenarios

where ∆z is shorter than the maximum value. The set of geological parameters is taken from Ref. [190].

violation [175] as well as predicting the times and directions of subsequent mergers, thereby facilitating884

multimessenger observations. Furthermore, observing the long inspiral phases of stellar-mass black885

hole binaries also allows important tests of their, yet mysterious, formation processes and of their envi-886

ronments, e.g., through by detecting the eccentricities of their orbits [176–179] and/or of the peculiar887

velocities and accelerations of their centres of mass [180–182]. Atom interferometers could also observe888

the mergers of intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs), which could probe the strong gravity regime889

as well as probe the hierarchical merger history of SMBHs. Other aspects of the complementarity890

between atom and laser interferometers are discussed in the final part of this Section.891

4.2 Battling Gravity Gradient Noise892

Due to their exquisite sensitivity to the propagation of atoms and changes in their structure, terrestrial893

very long-baseline atom gradiometers will be exceptionally powerful probes of gravitational waves894

(GW) in the unexplored ‘mid-frequency band’ [18, 45, 175, 183] and linearly-coupled scalar ultralight895

dark matter (ULDM) with mass between ∼ 10−17 eV and ∼ 10−11 eV [82, 86].896

The projected reach of these experiments is ultimately limited by fundamental noise sources. 2 For897

instance, vertical single-photon atom gradiometers such as AION [5] and MAGIS-100 [2] are designed898

to reach the atom shot-noise limit above ∼ 1Hz, but would suffer from gravity gradient noise (GGN)899

at lower frequencies [184–187]. This type of phase noise arises as a result of mass density fluctuations900

of the ground and atmosphere [188], which perturb the local gravitational potential around the atom901

clouds and imprint a noisy phase shift in a differential measurement.902

For the experimental configurations and frequency range of interest, the dominant source of GGN903

is expected to consist of ground density perturbations induced by horizontally-propagating seismic904

waves, in particular fundamental Rayleigh modes, that are confined near the Earth’s surface by hori-905

zontal geological strata and are generated at strata interfaces, such as the Earth’s surface [188, 189].906

Representing the seismic field as an incoherent superposition of monochromatic plane waves propa-907

gating isotropically at the Earth’s surface, following previous studies performed for LIGO [188, 189],908

and using the Peterson low and high noise models (NLNM NHNM) driven by seismic-noise data from909

different terrestrial locations, Ref. [190] showed that GGN could significantly impact the projected910

reach of experiments with baselines L ≳ O(100 m) in the sub-Hz regime.911

Several passive noise mitigation strategies could be implemented to recover large swathes of pa-912

rameter space accessible to a purely shot-noise-limited device, especially in the crucial 0.1-10 Hz band.913

We focus here on ULDM searches, although the same applies in the context of GW searches with914

these large-scale quantum sensors, assuming the parameters listed in Table 1. As illustrated in the left915

2See Section 9.2 for a more complete discussion of possible noise sources.
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Figure 7. Impact of GGN on the projected 95% CL exclusion sensitivity to the ULDM-electron coupling of

a single atom gradiometer with the design parameters defined in Table 1. Left panel : comparison between the

atom shot noise (ASN) (grey) and ASN-plus-GGN-limited sensitivities assuming that the GGN background

is described by the Peterson NHNM (orange) or NLNM (blue). The solid and dotted lines are for Rayleigh

wave velocities cH = 205 m s−1 and cH = 3232 m s−1, respectively. Right panel : projected 95% CL exclusion

sensitivities for different values of ∆z and different atom interferometer positions, where we assume the NHNM

and cH = 205 m s−1. We show exclusion curves for interferometers located towards the Earth’s surface (green)

and towards the bottom of the shaft (purple), assuming ∆z = 100 m but keeping all other experimental

parameters unchanged. In both panels, the orange shaded region is excluded by MICROSCOPE [78].

panel of Fig. 7, by choosing quiet sites (i.e., with GGN-limited sensitivity curves close to the NLNM916

curve), it may be possible to regain up to three orders of magnitude in sensitivity.917

It may also be possible to suppress GGN in the crucial mid-frequency band significantly by carefully918

choosing the experimental parameters, such as the vertical positions of a string of interferometers along919

the baseline. Since the GGN differential phase shift decays exponentially with depth [190], experiments920

that are deep underground and far from sources of fundamental Rayleigh modes are expected to be921

more powerful probes of GW and ULDM. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 7, where we assume the922

NHNM, experiments that are deeper underground would be characterised by a sensitivity enhancement923

of up to two orders of magnitude in the sub-Hz regime, but would be less sensitive to a signal above924

1 Hz.925

It would be advantageous to select sites whose geological composition supports Rayleigh waves926

with high horizontal propagation speed cH . As shown in the left panel of Fig. 7, below 1 Hz where927

the decay length exceeds the separation between the interferometers, the GGN-limited background928

is suppressed by several orders of magnitude at high cH [190]. This is because the GGN-induced929

gradiometer phase shift at low frequencies is proportional to cH .930

In geological media where Rayleigh modes propagate with a low horizontal speed, it may instead931

be advantageous to employ a network of N ≥ 3 atom interferometers along the same vertical baseline,932

i.e., a multigradiometer configuration [190]. Since the GGN and ULDM signals scale differently with933

the gradiometer length, this design would facilitate the mitigation of GGN by up to two orders of934

magnitude in the mid-frequency band for different spatial configurations. This is clearly visible in935

Fig. 8, which shows the sensitivity reach in scalar ULDM parameter space of several illustrative936
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Figure 8. GGN mitigation using a multigradiometer configuration. Left panel : projected 95% CL exclusion

sensitivities for an atom multigradiometer with the experimental parameters listed in Table 1 and N = 5

interferometers, assuming that GGN is modelled by the NHNM. The red dot-dashed, purple dotted and green

solid lines show the atom multigradiometer exclusion curves for equally-spaced, unequally-spaced (ends) and

unequally-spaced (centre) configurations. The orange shaded region is excluded by MICROSCOPE [78]. For

comparison, the grey and orange lines show the exclusion sensitivities for a single atom gradiometer (N = 2)

with ASN-only and ASN-and-GGN backgrounds, respectively. Right panel : schematic representations of the

three interferometer configurations with N = 5. The purple dots show the positions of the interferometers in the

‘unequal spacing (ends)’ configuration, the red dots show their positions in the ‘equal spacing’ configurations,

and the green dots show the ‘unequal spacing (centre)’ configuration.

configurations employing N = 5 interferometers and assuming the NHNM.937

These results show that more detailed and site-specific modelling will be needed to improve our938

understanding of the projected reach of these experiments in well-motivated parts of parameter space.939

For example, it would be desirable to assess whether specific sites have GGN levels closer to the NHNM940

or the NLNM, and the speeds of Rayleigh waves should be measured. Furthermore, in order to model941

correctly the GGN at realistic sites, the model presented here should be extended to anisotropic942

environments with different geological strata, which would give rise to a much richer spectrum of943

Rayleigh modes [188, 189]. In addition, beyond the simple noise mitigation strategies presented here,944

active GGN mitigation techniques could also be implemented. For example, it may be possible to945

model the GGN phase shift imprinted onto the atoms by using an array of seismic sensors, whose data946

would then be subtracted from the interferometer’s data stream through Wiener filtering [191].947

The analysis summarised here should be interpreted as a first stepping stone towards understand-948

ing how to characterise and ultimately suppress the GGN background within the context of terrestrial949

very-long baseline atom gradiometers. 3
950

4.3 Tests of gravity and formation of supermassive black holes951

Atom interferometers have the potential to bridge the frequency gap between LISA and ground-based952

laser interferometers, as shown in Fig. 9. As seen there, this frequency range is optimal for probes of953

inspiralling stellar-mass BH binaries and observing directly the mergers of IMBH binaries.954

3A discussion of possible mitigation strategies can be found in Section 9.2.3.
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Figure 9. The GW strain sensitivities and benchmark signals from BH binaries of different masses at different

redshifts. The coloured dots indicate the times before mergers at which inspirals could be measured.

σMc
/Mc σtc/s σDL

/DL σθ/deg σϕ/deg

AION 1km 2.2× 10−5 12 0.7 2.7 2.7

AEDGE 3.6× 10−7 0.38 0.03 0.15 0.077

Table 2. Estimated accuracies of AION 1 km and AEDGE measurements of the chirp mass Mc, the coales-

cence time tc, the luminosity distance DL and the sky location, specified by the angles θ and ϕ, assuming a

GW150914-like benchmark source. From Ref. [175].

As seen in Fig. 9, a space-based atom interferometer such as AEDGE could probe the inspirals of955

stellar mass BH binaries for several months. Depending on the level at which GGN can be suppressed,956

this may be possible also with very-long-baseline terrestrial atom interferometers. Over such a long957

observation time, the reorientation and movement of the detector with respect to the GW source958

become relevant. Because of these effects, the sky location of the binary can be measured very959

accurately [192]. 4 In addition, as demonstrated in Table 2, the long observation time enables a very960

accurate measurement of the binary chirp mass that controls how the frequency of the signal changes961

with time. Towards the end of the inspiral, hours or minutes before the merger and ringdown stages962

of the event, the GW signal leaves the sensitive frequency window of the atom interferometers. Since963

the time of the merger can be accurately predicted from their observations, together with the sky964

location, the atom interferometers provide an excellent early warning system for measurements of the965

GW signal from the binary merger as well as for searches for possible electromagnetic counterparts.966

The long observation time of the inspiral phase enables also searches for modifications of general967

relativity that could alter the GW signal. For example, a modified GW dispersion relation E2 =968

p2 +Apα would introduce an extra phase for the GW signal, Ψ(f) → Ψ(f) + δΨ(f), whose frequency969

dependence is determined by the magnitude A and the parameter α, δΨ ∝ Afα−1. Modifications970

with α < 1 change the phase more at small frequencies and are easier to probe from the inspiral971

phase than from the merger. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the measurements of the inspiral972

signals of stellar mass BH binaries with atom interferometers will complement the measurements done973

with the ground-based laser interferometers, providing a better probe of modified dispersion relations974

4For comparison, the LIGO/Virgo network sees only the last seconds of the signals, limiting its sky-localisation

accuracy without additional detectors. LISA will have similar accuracy to AION/AEDGE, but for heavier binaries.
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Figure 10. Prospective sensitivities to modified GW dispersion relations of AION 1 km and AEDGE, com-

pared with the constraints from LIGO and gravitational Cherenkov radiation. Figure from [175].

with α < 1. In addition, the low-frequency sensitivity of AI gravitational-wave detectors is beneficial975

for probing extra radiation channels of gravitational waves, in particular the possibility of dipolar976

radiation [193], which is ultimately related to the strong equivalence principle.977

The population of BHs with masses intermediate between those whose mergers have been observed978

by LIGO and Virgo and those known to be present in the centres of galaxies has not been explored979

to the same extent, though insight into their potential importance for the assembly of SMBHs is980

now being provided by JWST observations of 107 to 108 solar-mass black holes at redshifts up to981

z = 10 [194]. Very large terrestrial atom interferometers offer prospects for detecting IMBH mergers982

that are inaccessible to laser interferometers, as seen in Fig. 9. We see there that the early inspiral983

stages of IMBH binaries could be measured by LISA [25] and TianQin [195], enabling the timings and984

sky locations of subsequent IMBH mergers to be predicted and facilitating multimessenger studies in985

combination with atom inteferometer observations, complementing the observations of heavier binaries986

that will be made with LISA and providing opportunities to probe strong gravity in a novel regime.987

However, the prospects for observing IMBH mergers depend on the extent to which GGN can be988

suppressed or mitigated. The left panel of Fig. 11 displays the IMBH merger sensitivities at the SNR989

= 8 level in three GGN scenarios: the NHNM with cH = 205 m/s and no mitigation as in Fig. 8, the990

same scenario with 5 gradiometers as also seen in Fig. 8, and assuming total mitigation or suppression991

of the GGN. We see that in these scenarios AION 1km could detect O(104M⊙) binaries up to redshift992

z ≈ 2, 10 and 70, respectively. Since the first astrophysical BHs are thought to form at z ≲ 20, we993

would not expect to observe mergers of IMBHs beyond this redshift unless they are primordial, which994

would be of major interest.995

The detection of IMBH mergers would enable studies of models for SMBH formation. In the996

absence of primordial SMBHs, they could have been assembled hierarchically from seeds such as BHs997

formed by the deaths of the first stars or by the direct collapses of gas clouds (for a review, see,998

e.g., Ref. [197]), combined with accretion. Astrophysical seeds would have been much lighter than the999

SMBHs we detect in galactic centres today, with masses ranging from O(100M⊙) in the stellar scenario1000

to O(104 M⊙) in the gas-cloud scenario. The hierarchical merging of BHs originating from such seeds1001

provides a potential probe of the SMBH formation through GW observations. Atom interferometers1002

could probe the mergers of the seeds, potentially distinguishing between the seed scenarios.1003
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Figure 11. Left panel: The sensitivities of AION 1 km to GWs from equal mass BH binaries of total mass

M at redshift z, calculated assuming a level of GGN close to the NHNM and assuming that Rayleigh waves

propagate with a speed of 205 m/s. The contours compare estimates made assuming either no mitigation of

GGN, or the level of suppression discussed in the previous Subsection, or complete suppression/mitigation of

GGN. Right panel: The mean GW energy density spectrum from massive BH mergers compared with the

sensitivities of the indicated experiments. The coloured bands correspond to different BH mass bands and are

obtained assuming a constant merger efficiency factor 0.3 < pBH < 1, following [75]: plot adapted from [196].

The existence of SMBH binaries is currently being probed by pulsar timing arrays (PTAs), and1004

first detections of a GW background signal that may come from such binaries have recently been1005

reported [76, 198–200]. The right panel of Fig. 11 shows the mean energy of the GW background from1006

BH binaries estimated by extrapolating the PTA results to lower BH masses and higher frequencies,1007

assuming for simplicity a constant merger efficiency 0.3 < pBH < 1 [75, 196] and neglecting a possible1008

additional contribution from low-mass seeds. Most of the GW signal expected in the LISA and1009

atom interferometer frequency ranges is expected to be due to resolvable binaries, and it has been1010

estimated that a space-based atom interferometer such as AEDGE could observe O(100) − O(1000)1011

IMBH mergers per year, while a terrestrial detector such as AION-km might observe as many as O(10)1012

IMBH mergers per year [75, 196], see also [201].1013

The results summarised here show that terrestrial very-long-baseline atom interferometers could1014

complement laser interferometers by exploring an intermediate frequency range where measurements1015

could be used to probe general relativity, provide ‘early warnings’ of future mergers of stellar mass1016

BHs, and observe for the first time mergers of IMBHs. We note finally that the sensitivity to GWs1017

from BH mergers would be closer to the “without GGN” curve in Fig. 11 at a site where the GGN1018

level is closer to the NLNM and/or the speed of Rayleigh waves is higher, emphasising the importance1019

of future site studies (see the discussion in Section 4.2).1020

4.4 New Physics with Cold Atom and Laser Interferometers1021

The spectacular technological advances in atom and laser interferometers are having a significant1022

impact on defining the current landscape of searches of new physics. This brief contribution describes1023

some of the ‘new physics’ cases that have not been discussed in the previous Subsections, emphasising1024

how large atom interferometers and laser space interferometers can give complementary information1025

on these problems. Finally, another direction that is gaining momentum among the community of1026

physicists interested in precision measurements and fundamental physics is also mentioned briefly: the1027
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search for ultra-high-frequency gravitational waves.1028

The LISA mission [25] is expected to be launched in the mid 2030s. The final configuration1029

and specifications are to be decided, but LISA is expected to be able to detect gravitational waves1030

in a band ≈ 10−4 − 1 Hz, which has an enormous physics potential. In addition to the anticipated1031

astrophysical signals, one of the best studied fundamental physics signals that could be measured by1032

LISA is a stochastic background of GWs from cosmological sources [62]. The physics of inflation, the1033

existence and evolution of primordial black holes, the existence and dynamics of topological defects1034

such as cosmic strings or the possibility of first-order phase transitions in the early Universe, especially1035

at the electroweak scale, will be intensively explored by LISA. In all these cases it will be essential1036

to make complementary observations in other frequency bands to establish the nature of any possible1037

signal. Large atom interferometers offer a unique opportunity for exploring the frequencies between1038

LISA and Earth-based laser interferometers, see, e.g., Fig. 4 and [5].1039

However, the topics above are far from being a complete list of the fundamental physics horizons1040

that LISA will explore, see, e.g., [202, 203]. In order to assess the main scientific outputs of the LISA1041

mission, and to plan and develop the work needed to ensure their delivery, the LISA Consortium has1042

established a Science Investigation work Package (SIWP) within the LISA Science Group, which gives1043

advice on how to optimise the LISA mission to maximise its scientific return. Furthermore, several1044

Working Groups containing interested members of the scientific community also operate. Among these,1045

the Cosmology Working Group and the Fundamental Physics Working Group are particularly focused1046

on the ability of LISA to test “new” physics and explore novel ideas. The efforts within these Working1047

Groups aim at exploring the vast potential of GWs to test both the late and the early Universe, and1048

thereby probe fundamental questions such as the nature of gravity and high-energy particle theory1049

beyond the Standard Model, and yet mysterious phenomena such as inflation, dark energy and the1050

late-time expansion of the Universe, dark matter, primordial phase transitions and the unification of1051

forces, baryogengesis, and so on. In the following, we focus mainly on three directions for new physics:1052

dark matter, tests of black holes and tests of general relativity.1053

The dark matter studies are mostly devoted to two of the most significant ways in which it1054

can impact the GW signals to be detected in LISA 5. The first is related to GWs from ultralight dark1055

matter, and is based on rotational superradiance, the phenomenon behind the fact that in the presence1056

of ultra-light bosonic fields with mass mb, a black hole of mass M ∼ 1/mb (in G = c = 1 units) with1057

large spin will develop a non-spherical cloud of the bosonic field [204]. This cloud could have a mass1058

that is a significant fraction of M , and would generate GWs as it rotates [205]. Calculations show1059

that LISA may 6 be sensitive to any new boson with mass in the range 10−19−10−17 eV, while LIGO,1060

Virgo and KAGRA are sensitive to masses in the range 10−13 − 10−12 eV [206]. Such particles are1061

currently being explored as dark matter candidates, as discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.2, and atom1062

interferometers can explore the mass range between the LISA, LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA ranges in1063

two ways: by searching directly for ULDM as discussed in Subsection 3.3 or by discovering mergers of1064

IMBHs and measuring their spins, as illustrated in Fig. 12. Note, however, that these constraints are1065

are model-dependent, and those shown in Fig. 12 assume negligible bosonic self-interactions.1066

The second way to explore dark matter is via its effects on GW emission from binary systems.1067

The orbital motion of a binary BHs may be affected by dark matter, modifying the general relativity1068

predictions for GWs emitted during inspiral and infall, for which different possibilities have been1069

5The possibility that part of the dark matter is made of primordial black holes may leave a signal in LISA, see, e.g.,

[202].
6Many uncertainties fall into this number, in particular there are different models for the population of highly spinning

black holes of different mass.
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Figure 12. Exclusions of weakly-interacting ultra-light bosonic fields from the measured spins of SMBHs and

LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA BHs compared with the prospective sensitivity of a large atom interferometer, which

could also exclude the intermediate mass range by measuring spins of IMBHs. These constraints assume

negligible bosonic self-interactions.

explored in the literature [203, 207–210]. The observability of this effect with LISA may require the1070

density of dark matter in the binary to be much higher than that reached in minimal models, but it1071

is nevertheless an interesting target for LISA and for large atom interferometers.1072

Regarding tests of black holes, one possibility is that (some) of the compact objects producing1073

GWs may not be BHs, but other exotic compact objects (ECOs). Different candidates are described1074

in [211], and may correspond to new sectors of matter or to modifications of General Relativity (that1075

may be inspired from quantum gravity or from agnostic modifications of the theory). The possible1076

tests of this hypothesis from GWs are multiple and include new channels of emission, deviations from1077

the unique properties and no-hair theorem of the Kerr metric (that uniquely describes a rotating black1078

hole in General Relativity), changes in the tidal deformation and quasi-normal modes of the object,1079

and even the presence of echoes of the original GW signal [202]. The impact of the LISA mission1080

duration on this possibility has been studied in [203]. See Fig. 13 for results from a study of possible1081

ECO signals in LIGO, LISA and atom interferometers, as well the background to be expected from1082

the mergers of stellar mass BHs [212].1083

As concerns tests of general relativity (GR), the approach followed by the SIWP is an agnostic one.1084

The current and future probes of Lorentz-violating deviations from GR in the GW waveform [203, 213]1085

using laser interferometers can be found in [214, 215], and the sensitivities of atom interferometers1086

have been studied in [175], see Section 4.1087

Some other new directions that have been discussed within the AION Collaboration. One is1088

the possible influence of dark matter (DM) scattering on the atoms 7. Since the nature of DM is1089

unknown, this search should consider all possible interactions to see if its scattering with the atoms1090

may be substantial for some models. There may be detectable effects even at zero-momentum transfer1091

that could fill a gap in searches for DM models below those explored by more traditional detectors,1092

with possible spectacular bounds [217, 218]. If one considers a possible transfer of momentum, the1093

trajectories of the atomic samples may be modified, something that will also impact the patterns of1094

interferometry, see, e.g., [219] for related ideas with LISA.1095

7A background that we know is present is the one produced by neutrinos of cosmic origin, whose detection remains

a challenge [216].
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Figure 13. Sensitivities of LIGO, LISA and large atom interferometers to GWs from mergers of ECOs

weighing between 20 and 200 solar masses, compared with the backgrounds from BH-BH and BH-neutron star

binaries [212].

Another direction to explore with atom interferometers is the possibility of improving the mea-1096

surement of the gravitational (Newton) constant GN . This fundamental constant is not measured to1097

high accuracy, and its value is the subject of some controversy [220]. The measurement of GN would1098

require a movable test mass located next to the interferometer, so that its effect on the atomic states1099

may be measurable, see, e.g., [221–223]. The presence of such a moveable mass would also allow for1100

probes of a possible fifth force, see, e.g., [224, 225].1101

It should also be noted that the dynamics of the lasers operating in atom interferometers may also1102

be impacted by new physics: some inspiration from light interferometers can be found in [226, 227].1103

For completeness, we mention another fundamental physics topic that is beyond the range of laser1104

interferometers, namely the search for ultra-high frequency GWs (UHFGWs) [228]. It seems extremely1105

hard to generate a substantial GW signal in this region with standard astrophysical processes, but1106

this provides an opportunity, since there are primordial or non-standard processes that can do it.1107

Detecting these high-frequency GWs requires small, laboratory-size experiments. The passage of a1108

GW will slightly deform a solid, which was suggested long ago as a way to detect them [229]. It will1109

also generate photons out of a stationary magnetic field [230]. These effects will, for instance, affect the1110

dynamics of a loaded cavity (they may generate mode mixing) [231]. We have recently revisited these1111

ideas and found them very promising for future searches of UHFGWs [232, 233] (see also [234, 235]).1112

There are still many opportunities for synergies between cutting-edge precision devices and UHFGWs,1113

and we hope that this contribution triggers new ideas in this direction.1114

4.5 Summary1115

The synergies between observations using atom interferometers and laser interferometers depend on the1116

complementarity between the frequency ranges they can cover. Atom interferometers are potentially1117

more sensitive in the mid-frequency band between terrestrial and space-borne laser interferometers,1118

but realizing this potential gain depends on the extent to which atom interferometers can overcome1119

Gravity Gradient Noise (GGN). Techniques for mitigating GGN in atom interferometers were discussed1120

in Section 4.2, and the resulting synergistic tests of gravity and probes of supermassive astrophysical1121
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black holes were discussed in Section 4.3, while Section 4.4 discussed possible synergies in searches1122

for new physics. As examples of the possible synergies, Fig. 11 illustrates the potential sensitivity of1123

a 1-km atom interferometer to the mergers of intermediate-mass black holes that would have played1124

key roles in the assembly of supermassive black holes, Fig. 12 illustrates the complementarity of atom1125

interferometer searches for ultralight dark matter to current constraints from measurements of black1126

hole spins, and Fig. 13 illustrates the sensitivities of large atom interferometers to exotic compact1127

objects.1128

5 Technology Overview1129

In this Section we summarize the status of the core atomic physics technologies needed to reach1130

the target sensitivities for TVLBAI science. As described below, reaching the sensitivity required1131

for gravitational wave detection will require a number of technological advances, chiefly associated1132

with atom optics and the reduction of the noise associated with atom detection. Table 3 lists the1133

current state-of-the-art for key performance metrics, along with the targets needed in each area to1134

move towards a full-scale terrestrial gravitational wave detector. The technology development path1135

will involve improving the pulse efficiency of large momentum transfer (LMT) atom optics, developing1136

atom sources with increased flux at low temperatures, and integrating spin squeezing to reduce atom1137

shot noise.1138

The first part of this section (Sec. 5.1) describes the use of LMT atom optics using additional laser1139

pulses to enhance the beam separation and thus the sensitivity of atom interferometers. Clock atom1140

interferometry, in particular, is highlighted as a technique that takes advantage of narrow transitions1141

commonly used in atomic clocks. The use of these single photon transitions for atom optics enables1142

improved common-mode suppression of laser frequency noise over long baselines and supports high1143

pulse efficiencies, making it valuable for gravitational wave detection and dark matter searches.1144

The second part of this section (Sec. 5.2) focuses on LMT atom interferometers based on Bragg1145

diffraction and Bloch oscillations. It emphasizes the importance of understanding and controlling1146

diffraction phases and inefficiencies in these processes, and references the recent developments in1147

theoretically modelling and characterizing these effects in order to suppress them. The final part of1148

the section addresses the atom source technologies relevant to gravitational wave detectors based on1149

atom interferometry. It discusses the increased atomic flux requirements needed to reach the targeted1150

strain sensitivity, and how this compares to the current state of the art. Additionally, the control of1151

external degrees of freedom of the atomic ensemble is highlighted as crucial for minimizing statistical1152

and systematic errors.1153

Table 3. State-of-the art performance of key sensor technologies and their improvement targets for a full-scale

terrestrial detector. The sensitivity enhancement is stated relative to current instruments.

Sensor Technology State-of-the-art Target Enhancement

LMT atom optics 102 ℏk 104 ℏk 100

Matter-wave lensing 50 pK 5pK –

Laser Power 10W 100W –

Spin squeezing 20 dB (Rb), 0 dB (Sr) 20 dB (Sr) 10

Atom flux 105 atoms/s (Rb) 107 atoms/s (Sr) 10

Baseline length 10m 1000m 100
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5.1 Large Momentum Transfer Clock Atom Interferometry1154

Atom interferometry makes use of the wave-like properties of matter that become evident at very1155

low energy scales [236]. The concept is analogous to an optical interferometer that splits a coherent1156

source of light into separate beams following different paths, which are then recombined and undergo1157

interference. The interferometric measurement of the path length difference is the basis of current1158

gravitational wave detectors such as Advanced LIGO [48]. Similarly, the wave-function of an atom1159

can be split into a superposition of two states evolving along different paths. This is accomplished1160

through absorption and stimulated emission of photons and the associated momentum transfers (re-1161

coils) between light and atoms [40]. The sensitivity of an atom interferometer can be enhanced by1162

additional laser pulses, a technique called large momentum transfer (LMT) atom optics [237]. In a1163

gravitational wave detector configuration, two clouds of atoms separated by a baseline are interrogated1164

by common laser pulses. The differential phase signal measures the light travel time across the baseline1165

and each additional pair of pulses adds another measurement of the baseline length. This is analogous1166

to the enhancement provided by Fabry-Perot cavities in Advanced LIGO, where the laser beams in1167

the interferometer arms are retro-reflected many times to enhance the signal and create a much longer1168

effective baseline. Increasing the number of laser pulses in the atom interferometer through LMT atom1169

optics is a key area of technology development on a par with increasing the physical detector baseline1170

by building a larger instrument (see Table 3).1171

It is desirable for the two atomic states used in an atom interferometer to be long-lived to minimize1172

spontaneous decay, which diminishes the output signal. Conventionally, a set of counter-propagating1173

laser beams is used to couple either two electronic ground states (Raman atom optics [40]) or two1174

momentum states of the same electronic ground state (Bragg atom optics [153]) via a far-detuned1175

excited state. However, one can also resonantly drive transitions between an electronic ground state1176

and a metastable state using a single laser beam [18, 238]. Such a clock atom interferometer makes1177

use of the narrow transitions commonly used in atomic clocks [155–157]. Here, the phase response1178

is proportional to the transition frequency ωa instead of the effective wave vector keff (frequency1179

difference) of two lasers (see Figure 14). Thus, clock atom interferometers support common-mode1180

suppression of laser frequency noise, a dominant noise source for long-baseline interferometers [18].1181

Due to the long lifetime of the metastable state, spontaneous decay can be substantially suppressed1182

compared to two-photon atom optics on a broad optical transition involving a far-detuned excited1183

state. Therefore, clock atom interferometers can support much higher pulse efficiencies and many1184

thousands of sequential laser pulses. They enable the substantial sensitivity enhancement that is1185

crucial for reaching the ambitious sensitivity targets for gravitational wave detection and dark matter1186

searches with very-long-baseline sensors [2].1187

Figure 15 illustrates a sequence of light pulses generating a pair of clock atom interferometers,

one on each end of the baseline. The timing of the atomic transitions, and thus the time the atoms

spend in a superposition of the ground and excited states, depends on the light travel time across the

baseline [18]. The resulting differential interferometer phase ∆ϕ is then proportional to the baseline

length L:

∆ϕ ∝ n ωa L/c,

where ℏωa is the energy splitting of the clock transition, and n the order of LMT enhancement.1188

As a result, the differential phase measurement between the two atom interferometers is sensitive to1189

variations in both the baseline L and the clock frequency ωa that arise during the light-pulse sequence.1190

A passing gravitational wave modulates the baseline length, while coupling to an ultralight dark matter1191

field can cause a modulation in the clock frequency. Thus, a differential clock atom interferometer1192
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Figure 14. (a) Comparison of the laser frequencies involved in conventional and clock atom optics as well

as the leading order phase response of the associated interferometer. (b) Space-time diagram of a relativistic

Mach-Zehnder interferometer using clock atom optics (dark lines) and conventional two-photon atom optics

(dark and light lines). In a clock atom interferometer, the same laser pulse addresses the entire atomic

superposition, imprinting the same laser phase and allowing for common-mode noise suppression.

Figure 15. Space-time diagram of the interferometer trajectories based on single-photon transitions between

ground (blue) and excited (red) states driven by laser pulses from both directions (dark and light gray). The

pulse sequence shown here features an additional series of pulses (light gray) traveling in the opposite direction

to illustrate the implementation of LMT atom optics (here n = 2).

combines the prospects for both gravitational wave detection and dark matter searches into a single1193

detector design, and both science signals are measured concurrently [2]. In both cases, additional laser1194

pulses linearly enhance the output signal and thus the sensitivity of the detector.1195

Proof-of-principle experiments with LMT clock atom interferometry have demonstrated enhanced1196

interferometer and gradiometer sequences [154], and a record momentum separation of over 600 ℏk1197

using 1200 sequential laser pulses [239, 240]. These results have been achieved on an intermediately1198

narrow transition with moderate lifetime and strong Rabi coupling. Ultra-narrow clock transitions1199

can support even higher pulse efficiencies but necessitate longer pulse durations and colder atoms.1200

Quantum degenerate ensembles and matter-wave lensing techniques are required to make full use of1201
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these efficiency gains. Ultimately, the LMT enhancement in any terrestrial clock atom interferometer1202

is limited by the available laser power at the target wavelength and the free fall time of the atom i.e.1203

the size of the instrument.1204

5.2 Diffraction phases and losses in large-momentum-transfer atom interferometers1205

Large momentum transfer (LMT) atom interferometers take advantage of the improved scaling of their1206

sensitivity with the momentum separation of the coherent superposition of matter waves. In Very-1207

Long-Baseline Atom Interferometry, momentum transfers of hundreds and thousands of photon recoils1208

will be realised to achieve the sensitivity needed to detect gravitational waves or test physics beyond1209

the Standard Model. For LMT interferometer realisations, a number of mechanisms are currently being1210

investigated, based on one- or two-photon processes, the latter of which can induce inelastic Raman1211

transitions or elastic scattering processes. The highest metrological sensitivity is currently achieved1212

by means of elastic transitions. This is accomplished in the form of (i) Bragg diffraction or (ii) Bloch1213

oscillations of atoms in optical lattices. In both processes, a very high efficiency per transmitted1214

photon pulse ℏk can be achieved. Bragg diffraction and Bloch oscillations underlie in particular the1215

atom interferometric measurements of the fine structure constant [31, 241] and are also envisaged for1216

the architecture of gravitational wave detectors [8, 242]. Limitations in atomic interferometers based1217

on these processes are currently determined by systematic effects due to so-called diffraction phases1218

associated with atom-light interactions, as well as losses and inefficiencies of the beam splitters and1219

mirrors. A key to future applications of atom interferometers with large scale factors, requiring the1220

transmission of hundreds or thousands of photon pulses, will therefore be a detailed understanding1221

and accurate control of diffraction phases and inefficiencies of elastic scattering processes. To this end,1222

important achievements have been made recently [139, 140, 243, 244], providing a promising basis for1223

the further development of Very-Long-Baseline Atom Interferometry.1224

With respect to Bragg diffraction, a model for efficient beam splitting and mirror pulses was1225

developed in [139] that covers the so-called quasi-Bragg regime. This regime describes pulses whose1226

duration and intensity lie between the parameters of the deep-Bragg regime of very long, weak pulses1227

and the Raman-Nath regime of very short, intense pulses that have been treated in the literature to1228

date. The quasi-Bragg regime is characterised by a compromise between suppression of the velocity1229

filter due to Doppler detunings and suppression of scattering to undesirable momentum orders. In1230

[139], it was shown that Bragg pulses with Gaussian intensity modulations achieve efficient beam1231

splitters and mirrors exactly when the underlying quantum dynamics corresponds to an adiabatic1232

process in the Bloch states of the optical lattice. With this insight, a number of important properties of1233

Bragg operations can be quantitatively and, in some cases, even analytically characterised in a simple1234

way. For example, the pulse area condition for beam splitters or mirror pulses can be formulated1235

as a condition on energetic phases of Bloch states, and losses in parasitic scattering orders can be1236

understood as non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions. All this was combined in [139] in the form of1237

a scattering matrix that describes individual beam splitter or mirror operations with high accuracy,1238

accounting correctly for losses and phases.1239

Based on this, the description of complete interferometer sequences was developed in [140]. Using1240

the example of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the effects of Landau-Zener transitions into parasitic1241

scattering orders were treated in detail. In a measurement of the relative atom number in the two1242

main output channels of the final beam splitter, two essential effects come to light: First, parasitic1243

output channels are inevitably also populated in a phase-dependent manner in the final beam splitter,1244

so that the total number of atoms in the main output channels itself becomes phase-dependent. If the1245

absolute number of atoms measured in an output channel is now related to this phase-dependent total1246
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number, a subtle and complicated phase dependence of the interferometer results. Secondly, this is1247

further complicated because populations of parasitic momentum states in the first beam splitter can1248

lead to further, parasitic paths closing in the last beam splitter in addition to the two main paths of1249

the interferometer. This leads to intricate phase dependencies due to additional Mach-Zehnder and1250

Ramsey-Borde interferometers. For generic Bragg pulses, this results in an overall interferometer signal1251

that formally corresponds to an infinite Fourier series in the metrological phase (and its harmonics).1252

Even though the description developed in [139, 140] correctly predicts the amplitudes and phases of1253

this Fourier series in principle, this model cannot serve as a signal template due to its complexity.1254

However, the detailed microscopic model from [139] allows the Bragg pulses to be designed in an1255

optimal way so that parasitic interferometer paths are strongly suppressed, which greatly simplifies1256

the signal shape. In [140], it was shown that such suppression can achieve accuracy in the micro-radian1257

range. Furthermore, with the analytical modelling of the transfer matrix of a Bragg interferometer, it1258

was also possible to determine the fundamental bounds on the accuracy of such an interferometer in1259

the form of the Cramer-Rao and the quantum Cramer-Rao bounds and thus to determine parameter1260

ranges of optimal accuracy.1261

Remarkably, an analogous description is possible for LMT operations based on Bloch oscillations.1262

In the literature, Bloch oscillations have long been considered as adiabatic processes in Bloch states1263

of the optical lattice. Based on this view, losses were explained as Landau-Zener transitions at the1264

avoided crossings at the edge of the Brillouin zone. However, such a description breaks down in the1265

regime of LMT operations, which require very deep lattices in the range of tens of recoil energies and1266

very fast accelerations in the range of hundreds of m/s2. In this regime, the Bloch bands are effectively1267

flat and the assumption of avoided crossing becomes untenable. However, it can be shown that in this1268

regime an efficient description can be given in terms of Wannier-Stark eigenstates of the accelerated1269

lattice rather than by Bloch states of the lattice at rest [243]. Bloch oscillations can thus be interpreted1270

as adiabatic dynamics in the Wannier-Stark spectrum, which in turn enables an efficient calculation1271

of diffraction phases and losses. Especially for the losses from the accelerated lattice, this description1272

shows complex dependencies on the lattice parameters due to tunnel resonances, which can thus also1273

be chosen in an optimal way [243, 244]. Another important consequence that can be drawn from this1274

model concerns the necessary intensity stabilisation between interferometer arms to ensure a desired1275

phase stability. For example, for the ELGAR gravitational wave detector [8, 242] with sensitivity in1276

the microradian range, a relative intensity stabilisation of 10−9 must be achieved.1277

The above results show that there is considerable room for optimisation of elastic scattering1278

processes for LMT atom interferometers. This concerns the microscopic modelling of the scattering1279

processes as well as the description of full interferometer sequences and their signal shapes. All of1280

these are important and essential steps towards the coming generations of atom interferometers and1281

their applications in the field of gravitational wave astronomy and the search for new physics.1282

5.3 Atom source technologies1283

Proposals for gravitational wave detectors utilising atom interferometry on Earth target strain sen-1284

sitivities in the range of 10−21 /
√
Hz to 10−23 /

√
Hz [2, 8, 245–247]. They assume large momentum1285

transfer processes for beam splitting, large baselines separating the atom interferometers, and a low1286

phase noise down to 1µrad/
√
Hz. Considering an ideal contrast of the interference signal, this cor-1287

responds to the quantum projection noise limit for a flux of 1012 atoms/s. In principle, squeezing1288

could partially alleviate the requirement on the atomic flux. A derived requirement is the control1289

of the external degrees of freedom of the atomic ensemble to minimise statistical and systematic er-1290

rors, as well as assuring high beam splitting efficiency by preparing atom ensembles with very low1291
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residual expansion rates. Finally, the cycle time affects the detectors bandwidth and has to be tuned1292

accordingly [2, 8, 245, 248–253].1293

Common choices for atom interferometers are alkali atoms, notably Rb and Cs [254–265]. In1294

the context of gravitational wave detection with atoms, Sr offers beneficial features, especially the1295

possibility to drive a single-photon transition for frequency noise suppression [18, 266]. We now recall1296

briefly published results about the creation of cold atomic ensembles, without claiming completeness.1297

Usually, the preparation of the atoms starts with capturing and cooling in a 3D magneto-optical1298

trap (MOT) (e.g. at 780 nm for Rb) which may be loaded by a 2D magneto-optical trap or a Zeeman1299

slower, and subsequent molasses cooling. Current state-of-the-art experiments are capable of providing1300

molasses-cooled 87Rb ensembles with 1× 109 atoms/s and temperatures down to 2µK [267, 268].1301

Further reduction of expansion rates is possible by evaporative cooling in magnetic or optical1302

dipole traps (e.g., at 1064 nm) down to the generation of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) and by1303

additionally applying a delta-kick collimation (DKC) step [269]. Evaporative cooling implies losses,1304

especially for fast cycles. An experiment utilising a cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard trap generated1305

BECs with 107 87Rb atoms in 1min [270]. Using a time-orbiting potential with DKC via a pulsed1306

magnetic trap potential enabled the production of 4 × 106 87Rb atoms at an effective temperature1307

of 50 nK or 105 87Rb atoms at an effective temperature of 3 nK [1]. Rapid 87Rb BEC production1308

was demonstrated with an atom chip, realising 87Rb BECs with 105 atoms (4 × 104, 4 × 105) in 1 s1309

(850ms, 1.6 s) [268] and subsequent DKC to an effective temperature of 38 pK [271]. Control over the1310

mean position and velocity has been shown on the <100 nm and 100µms−1 scale using the Cold Atom1311

Lab setup aboard the International Space Station, reaching effective temperatures after delta-kick1312

collimation of 100 pK [272, 273].1313

Optical dipole traps enabled the generation of 87Rb BECs with 2 × 106 atoms at 50 nK in about1314

10 s [274]. Utilising painted potentials instead of static beam paths lead to 174Yb BECs with 105 atoms1315

(5 × 104, 1.2 × 106) in 1.8 s (1.6 s, 15 s) [275]. Moreover, evaporation with optical dipole traps in1316

microgravity was demonstrated [276, 277] with 4×104 87Rb atoms at 35 nK in 13.5 s [276]. Analogous1317

to magnetic trap potentials, optical dipole trap potentials can be exploited for delta-kick collimation.1318

Here, an experiment demonstrated the reduction to an effective temperature of 50 pK [126]. The1319

combination of prematurely stopped evaporation followed by rapid decompression was studied to1320

increase the effective atomic flux, leading to 4× 105 87Rb atoms at an effective temperature in 2D of1321

3.2(0.6) nK [278]. Furthermore, low-field Feshbach resonances in an optical dipole trap can be exploited1322

to tune the rethermalisation rate, enabling the rapid production of 39K BECs with 5.8 × 104 atoms1323

after 850ms [279].1324

Laser cooling of Sr isotopes typically relies on a two-color or dual stage magneto-optical trap at1325

461 nm and 689 nm, loaded by a Zeeman slower, leading to 107 88Sr atoms at 1µK to 3 µK or down1326

to 400 nK after transfer to a red single frequency MOT at 689 nm [154, 280–282]. Similarly, the red1327

frequency MOT enabled the cooling of 107 84Sr atoms or 107 87Sr atoms to 800 nK [282].1328

Using a crossed optical dipole trap, 84Sr BECs were produced with 105 atoms in 2 s or 107 atoms1329

for 10 s of evaporation after accumulating atoms for 40 s to compensate for the low natural abun-1330

dance [282]. BECs of 86Sr or 86Sr featured 104 atoms. Implementing a continuous laser cooling of1331

atoms in a reservoir dipole trap, a transparency beam rendering the atoms transparent for the cooling1332

light, and a small dimple dipole trap led to the creation of 84Sr BECs with 105 in parallel to the laser1333

cooling [282]. This procedure was extended to the continuous creation of 84Sr BECs by continuously1334

loading the reservoir, demonstrating an average BEC atom number of 7.4(2.3)×103 with an estimated1335

steady-state gain of 2.4(5)× 105 atoms/s into the BEC [283].1336
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Delta-kick collimating 84Sr or 87Sr with a pulsed optical dipole trap potential to effective temper-1337

atures of 10 pK in 3D is in theory possible, but is constrained in the case of the fermionic isotope by1338

the pre-DKC expansion time and size at lens (1.2 cm), according to Ref. [251].1339

Other pathways for cooling atoms beyond the molasses stage are Raman sideband cooling in an1340

optical lattice, leading, e.g., to 106 atoms at 0.4 µK in a Cs fountain experiment [284, 285], or BEC1341

generation by Raman cooling of 87Rb atoms in an optical dipole trap, demonstrating a 7% condensate1342

fraction of 2.5× 104 atoms after multiple cooling stages starting with 105 atoms in a dipole trap [286].1343

Squeezing may in future enhance the capability of atom interferometers. Theoretical proposals1344

predicted a noise of 20 dB beyond the standard quantum limit (SQL) on momentum states for Sr1345

atom interferometry [287], or up to 30 dB beyond the SQL for a BEC with 106 atoms via delta-kick1346

squeezing [288]. Experimental results showed a noise of 3.7(0.2) dB below the quantum projection noise1347

for a Ramsey interferometer with 3.6ms Ramsey time and 2.4×105 atoms [289], a squeezing parameter1348

of -1.9(0.7) dB (conditional -3.1(0.8) dB) between two momentum modes for 9300 atoms [290], and an1349

entanglement enhancement of 1.7(0.5) dB below the SQL in a Mach-Zehnder-like atom interferometer1350

with 660(17) 87Rb atoms and 0.7ms pulse separation time [291].1351

5.4 Summary1352

Large momentum transfer beam splitters increase the sensitivity of atom interferometers by opening1353

up larger enclosed areas. Similarly, it is desirable to use long-lived states to allow longer interrogation1354

times without spontaneous emission losses. Momentum transfer of up to 1200ℏk has been achieved.1355

Clock atom interferometers combine long lived-states with highly efficient beam splitters. Another1356

method to achieve LMT is via Bragg diffraction and Bloch oscillations. The beam splitters, however,1357

can introduce their own phase shifts, which has been modelled in detail. From this analysis it has1358

become clear that there is still considerable room for optimization, which will be guided by detailed1359

microscopic modelling.1360

The signal-to-noise ratio of the atom interferometer will ultimately depend on the number of1361

atoms available per time unit. Well-collimated thermal ensembles with ∼ 105 atoms can currently be1362

generated within 1 s, whereas larger BECs of up to 107 atoms require a much longer preparation time1363

(1min). Improving the signal using squeezing is promising, but the transfer to large atom numbers,1364

long time scales and large momentum transfer has yet to be demonstrated. Even though scalability1365

is not obvious, the BEC creation has some potential for optimisation towards larger atom numbers,1366

e.g., increasing the initial atom number [292], vacuum quality, transfer efficiency from molasses to1367

initial trap, and adjusting the trapping volume to avoid detrimental density regimes [268, 282]. Future1368

source setups for atom interferometric gravitational wave detectors will require a trade-off between1369

flux and required control to suppress error contributions, and their scope will be the subject of further1370

dedicated research.1371

6 Vertical Long-Baseline Detector Options1372

6.1 Introduction1373

We summarize in this Section the technological requirements for long-baseline vertical atom inter-1374

ferometers and discuss associated research and development needs. We also provide an overview of1375

four ongoing vertical long-baseline atom interferometry projects: the Hannover VLBAI atom inter-1376

ferometer (Section 6.4), the Wuhan 10 m Atom Interferometer (Section 6.5), the AION Project in1377

the UK (Section 6.6), and the MAGIS-100 atom interferometer under construction at Fermi National1378

Accelerator Laboratory (Section 6.7).1379
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Vertical configurations offer both opportunities and challenges. A central motivation for orienting1380

the atom interferometer vertically is that the trajectories of the freely falling atom clouds are collinear1381

with the atom optics laser, so that the atoms remain nominally centered in the laser beam even for long1382

interrogation times (some deviations from this idealized scenario arise due to deflections of the atom1383

trajectories from Coriolis forces, as discussed in greater detail below). Many of the applications of long-1384

baseline atom interferometry involve differential measurements between two or more interferometers1385

spaced over the baseline (gradiometer configurations). Importantly, these differential measurements1386

can suppress the impact of laser phase noise. For atom optics based on multi-photon transitions1387

using counter-propagating laser beams (e.g., Bragg transitions), this common mode cancellation of1388

laser noise becomes inadequate for long baselines. To circumvent this issue, horizontal long-baseline1389

detectors can employ two orthogonal arms (see Section 7). Laser noise cancels between the two arms,1390

while scientific signals of interest (e.g., from gravitational waves) are preserved. By contrast, vertical1391

detectors have only one baseline direction available, requiring suppression of laser noise over a single1392

baseline. This requirement favors single-photon atom optics involving resonant driving of narrow1393

clock transitions [18, 266]. In addition to their beneficial features for laser noise suppression, single-1394

photon atom optics offer an opportunity for dramatic improvements in large momentum transfers1395

due to reduced spontaneous emission losses (see Section 5.1). However, driving the associated weak1396

clock transitions places demanding requirements on laser power. The development of higher power1397

laser sources is therefore important for maximizing the sensitivity of vertical long-baseline detectors.1398

Development of high-flux and spin-squeezed atom sources are also key to enhancing sensitivity, as1399

discussed in Section 5. Moreover, scaling noise mitigation techniques and experimental infrastructure1400

to longer baselines is nontrivial and in some cases requires new approaches. Sections 6.2 and 6.31401

elaborate further on the challenges of vertical long-baseline atom interferometry and strategies for1402

overcoming them.1403

6.2 Sensitivity scaling1404

The sensitivity of an atom interferometer can be divided conceptually into two parts. The intrinsic1405

sensitivity governs the transposition from the targeted physical effect into a phase shift φ, for instance1406

the conversion from characteristic strain of a gravitational wave at a particular frequency into the1407

measurable φ for a given interferometer configuration. On the other hand, the readout sensitivity of1408

the detector is the minimum phase shift φ accrued in the interferometer that can be read out. This is1409

typically given in terms of the phase noise ∆φ.1410

For both the search for ultralight dark matter and for gravitational waves, the relevant intrinsic1411

sensitivities of an atomic gradiometer scale as (Cn∆r)−1 [45, 86], where C denotes the interferometer1412

contrast, n the order of LMT, and ∆r the separation between the interferometers. The scaling with1413

∆r drives the need to move to the km scale and the two remaining terms set the development goals1414

for the laser and LMT development.1415

The readout sensitivity is limited by the atomic shot noise (quantum projection noise) and scales1416

as N
−1/2
atom . As discussed in Section 5.3, this sets the development goals to increase the atomic flux by1417

a factor of 100 and to develop 20 dB squeezing for strontium. The underlying assumption is that all1418

other noise sources are smaller than these strict requirements, driving limits on magnetic field noise,1419

control of laser wavefront aberrations, camera stability and others. In the following Sections we will1420

look at those requirements and associated strategies that are specific to vertical long-baseline detectors1421

in more detail.1422
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6.3 Technological challenges and methods1423

6.3.1 Possible limits for LMT and laser power requirements1424

The achievable order n of LMT will typically be limited by the stringent pulse fidelities required1425

to retain high contrasts C at large n. As discussed in Section 5.1, the need to avoid spontaneous1426

emission during long LMT pulse sequences mandates the use of very narrow transitions, such as the1427

clock transition at 698 nm in fermionic 87Sr. For these transitions, high laser intensities are required to1428

reach the high Rabi frequencies needed to drive several 104 π-pulses within a sequence duration that is1429

O(1) s. At the same time, the need to maintain high contrast C requires the use of large beam waists1430

to ensure homogeneous Rabi frequencies over the cloud, and this combination ultimately requires high1431

laser powers for the narrow-linewidth interferometer lasers that drive the need for dedicated laser R&D.1432

The use of these narrow transitions furthermore sets stringent requirements on the cloud temperature,1433

as the pulse fidelity is sensitive to Doppler shifts.1434

6.3.2 Mitigating noise associated with source kinematics1435

As atom interferometers have become more sensitive, it has become increasingly important to mitigate1436

noise and systematic errors associated with the initial kinematics of the atom cloud. One source of error1437

arises from the coupling of cloud kinematics to gravity gradients. For example, in the presence of a1438

vertical gravity gradient, the gravitational acceleration experienced by an atom will vary depending on1439

its vertical position and is thereby affected by the initial position and velocity of the atom. Fluctuations1440

or uncertainties in atom cloud kinematics will thus lead to errors in the interferometer phase shift. A1441

gravity gradient compensation scheme can be introduced to cancel these errors. In a three-zone Mach-1442

Zehnder interferometer (initial beam splitter sequence, mirror sequence, final beam splitter sequence),1443

the laser frequency is shifted for the mirror sequence. The frequency shift is chosen to produce1444

a phase shift with a dependence on initial atom position and velocity that is equal and opposite1445

to the corresponding kinematic-dependent phase shift arising from the gravity gradient, nulling the1446

response of the total interferometer phase shift to initial atom kinematics [293]. This scheme has been1447

successfully demonstrated in multiple apparatuses [223, 294].1448

There are several challenges in applying gravity gradient compensation to long vertical baseline1449

detectors. First, for the multi-second free fall times available in these detectors, the required frequency1450

shift will be on the order of hundreds of MHz to GHz. For Bragg transitions using a broad atomic1451

transition, this frequency shift will often be small compared to the detuning of the lasers from the1452

excited state, so that the effect of the frequency shift on the effective Rabi frequency will be modest.1453

However, frequency shifts of this scale are much larger than the widths of the narrow transitions used1454

for single-photon atom optics. Therefore, it is currently not clear that gravity gradient compensation1455

can be applied to single-photon atom optics. An additional challenge for long baseline gradiometers1456

is that the gravity gradient will tend to vary over the baseline, so that needed frequency shifts for1457

interferometers on either end of the baseline will be different. It may be possible in some cases to1458

adjust the local gravity gradient with local masses, but the corresponding infrastructure requirements1459

would be nontrivial. An alternative approach which circumvents these challenges is to suppress gravity1460

gradient effects using multi-loop atom interferometers [2, 295]. It should be noted that the sensitivity1461

of multi-loop interferometers is reduced for signals at frequencies below the looping frequency (which1462

corresponds to the inverse of the time between successive loops) [17].1463

Coriolis forces arising from the coupling of the atom velocity to Earth’s rotation are another1464

source of error that must be mitigated. In apparatuses up to the 10 m scale, rotation compensation1465

schemes have been successfully applied by counter-rotating the angle of the atom optics laser beams1466
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Figure 16. Transverse deflections of atomic trajectories due to Coriolis forces. (a) and (b) show trajectories

in the vertical dimension for 10 m and 80 m launch heights, respectively. (c) Transverse trajectory deflections

for a 10 m launch height. Dashed red curve: Purely vertical launch. Solid black curve: Launch angle adjusted

by 5 × 10−5 rad to minimize transverse deflections. (d) Transverse trajectory deflections for a 80 m launch

height. Dashed red curve: Purely vertical launch. Solid black curve: Launch angle adjusted by 1.4× 10−4 rad

to minimize transverse deflections.

against the Earth’s rotation using tip-tilt mirrors [1, 296]. Scaling this approach to 100 m baselines1467

and beyond offers new challenges. For baseline length L and laser beam rotation angle θr, rotation1468

compensation will cause a transverse beam deflection of ∼ Lθr over the baseline. For a 10 m baseline1469

and an interferometer interrogation time of several seconds, this deflection will be on the mm scale,1470

which is small compared to typical cm-scale laser beam widths [1]. However, beam deflections grow1471

to the cm scale for 100 m baselines. In addition to laser beam deflections arising from rotation1472

compensation, transverse Coriolis deflections of the vertically launched atomic trajectories are also1473

important to consider (see Fig. 16). These deflections can be minimized, but not eliminated, by1474

launching the atoms at a slight angle from vertical so that the launched atoms have a small transverse1475

initial velocity (a capability that is foreseen for the MAGIS-100 experiment) [2]. For example, for an1476

80 m tall launch (which could be used, e.g., for dual species measurements with Bragg transitions),1477

residual atom trajectory deflections will reach approximately 4 mm.1478

For these reasons, new approaches are needed for keeping the atom cloud centered in the atom1479

optics laser beam for baselines of 100 m and longer. MAGIS-100, for example, will implement a laser1480

beam pointing control scheme with two tip-tilt mirrors – one at the top of the baseline to direct the1481

laser beam downward, and a second at the bottom of the baseline to retro-reflect the beam [2]. The1482

upper tip-tilt mirror will be placed before a magnifying telescope. The location of the pivot point1483
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around which the laser beam rotates can be adjusted by tuning the distance between this tip-tilt1484

mirror and the first telescope lens, providing an important degree of freedom for maintaining overlap1485

between the laser beam and the atoms. For instance, for the example of the tall launch described1486

above, the atoms can be centered in the laser beam for each interaction zone (first beam splitter,1487

mirror, final beam splitter) by placing the pivot point at the height of the beam splitter interactions1488

(with the first and final beam splitters specified to occur at the same location) and setting the initial1489

angle of the laser beam so that the atoms are centered in the beam for the mirror sequence. As a1490

further tool, MAGIS-100 will also include mirrors on precision translation stages (before the telescope)1491

to enable dynamical adjustment of the lateral position of the laser beam.1492

It remains an open question whether rotation compensation will be practical for future km-scale1493

detectors. Beam deflections would grow to the 10-cm scale, requiring a larger diameter vacuum1494

pipe and optics. Multi-loop interferometers offer an alternative means to mitigate Coriolis phase1495

shifts [2, 295] and – as discussed above – may be required anyway to mitigate gravity gradients for1496

interferometers using single-photon atom optics.1497

6.3.3 Tall launch/drop opportunities and challenges1498

Long-baseline vertical detectors offer an opportunity for tall atom launch or drop heights. The resulting1499

increase in free-fall time can in many applications boost sensitivity [1]. To take full advantage of this1500

capability, the following challenges must be overcome. As mentioned in Section 6.3.2, taller launch1501

or drop heights lead to increased transverse deflections of the atomic trajectories by Coriolis forces,1502

which can be mitigated to some extent by launching the atoms at a slight angle. Also, higher laser1503

power is needed for taller launches. Finally, if only one interferometer is operated at a time, the longer1504

interrogation times afforded by tall launches or drops will cause a corresponding reduction in sensor1505

bandwidth. Multiplexed interferometer sequences could allow the lost bandwidth to be recovered (see1506

Section 6.3.7 for further details).1507

6.3.4 Large-scale magnetic shielding1508

Magnetic shielding over a long baseline poses fabrication difficulties. For magnetic shields with large1509

length-to-diameter ratios, small gaps between segments in a magnetic shield can lead to large magnetic1510

flux leakage into the nominally shielded region. While a single-piece, welded magnetic shield has been1511

realized at the 10 m scale to overcome this problem [297], this approach is not scalable to longer1512

baselines. A modular, multi-piece design that minimizes flux leakage is therefore required. Fortunately,1513

such a design has already been developed and demonstrated for the Hannover VLBAI interferometer1514

[298] (see Section 6.4). The MAGIS-100 magnetic shield design [2] was adapted from the Hannover1515

design.1516

6.3.5 Impact of gravity gradient noise & mitigation1517

For terrestrial long-baseline atom interferometers, Newtonian gravity gradient noise (GGN) is expected1518

to limit sensitivity to dark matter and gravitational waves for sub-Hz frequencies. GGN can arise both1519

from seismic and atmospheric effects. For vertical detectors, preliminary studies have investigated the1520

use of multigradiometer configurations (an array of multiple atom interferometers along the baseline) to1521

distinguish the exponential decay of Rayleigh-wave-induced seismic GGN from the linear dependence1522

of a gravitational wave or dark matter signal with depth [187, 190]. Further investigations involving1523

more realistic geophysical models (e.g., density layers of the Earth) are needed. Detailed studies of the1524

impact of atmospheric GGN on long-baseline vertical detectors are also needed. GGN and associated1525

mitigation strategies are discussed in furter detail in Section 4.2.1526
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6.3.6 Vertical shaft infrastructure, access, installation1527

Long-baseline vertical detectors require a significant amount of infrastructure. Electrical power for1528

atom sources, vacuum pumps, and other equipment along the length of the baseline must be provided.1529

The atom sources will need to be accessed during installation and for periodic maintenance, requiring a1530

system for safely lowering personnel along the baseline and platforms from which personnel can work.1531

Also, installation will require a large crane or an equivalent solution. The approach MAGIS-100 takes1532

to address these challenges is detailed in Section 6.7, and this issue was also addressed for a vertical1533

100-m device in an LHC access shaft at CERN [299], see Section 8.4.1.1534

6.3.7 Multiplexing1535

One advantage of the purely collinear geometry of vertical detectors is the possibility of multiplex-1536

ing interferometer sequences. Here, the narrow linewidth of the clock transition and the associated1537

sensitivity to Doppler shifts is beneficial, as it means that the shifts occurring during LMT sequences1538

can be used to address separately clouds in different stages of the interferometer sequence by vary-1539

ing the frequency of the interferometer laser. This enables higher effective repetition rates that can1540

reduce aliasing effects at constant total interrogation time. In addition, velocity-selective launching,1541

where different vertical velocity classes of the same cloud are launched separately can lead to reduced1542

Doppler shifts during a given interferometer sequence and can increase contrast for the same value of n.1543

More modelling is needed to understand the trade-offs between this potentially higher interferometer1544

contrast of velocity-selective schemes that minimize Doppler shifts and the higher effective repetition1545

rate, on the one hand, and the reduced atom number per shot on the other.1546

6.3.8 Phase shear readout, Referencing cameras, optical monitoring1547

In phase shear readout [300], the interferometer phase is mapped on the spatial position of density1548

fringes in space, which are then observed using fluorescence imaging. Assuming a realistic fringe1549

spacing of d = 1000µm, a phase shift of φ = 10−4 π translates into a spatial shift of the fringes of1550

δx = 100 nm. Reliably detecting these spatial shifts translates directly into the required stability1551

criteria for the imaging system, namely a required position stability of < 100 nm of the optical axis.1552

In a 100 m detector in differential operation, such as AION-100 or MAGIS-100, this corresponds1553

to a short-term stability requirement of the relative positions of the imaging systems of a pair of1554

interferometers that are 50m apart of 100nm or less with respect to each other.1555

6.4 The VLBAI Atom Interferometer in Hannover1556

The Very Long Baseline Atom Interferometry (VLBAI) facility [4] enables ground-based rubidium1557

and ytterbium atom interferometry with large scale factors. Utilizing a 10m free-fall distance, VL-1558

BAI has the potential for shot-noise-limited gravimetry with instabilities below 1 × 10−9 m/s2 at 1 s1559

and offers absolute measurements rivalling state-of-the-art superconducting gravimeters. Operation1560

with ytterbium is key for the development and testing of methods for gravitational wave detection,1561

e.g., with respect to high-flux atomic sources [301] or interferometry using narrow-linewidth optical1562

transitions [154, 238]. Utilizing rubidium and ytterbium simultaneously, it will be able to test the uni-1563

versality of free fall at an accuracy level below 1× 10−13 [32, 152, 302] and the inherently large scale1564

factors and related spatial superposition states will enable tests of quantum mechanics on macroscopic1565

scales [303]. This summary presents an overview of the VLBAI facility, highlighting its key features1566

and its fundamental science prospects.1567
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The VLBAI facility, which is currently being commissioned in Hannover, comprises three main1568

components:1569

1. The core of the facility consists of a 10m long, vertical ultra-high vacuum tube with a 10 cm1570

inner diameter. To mitigate the impact of stray magnetic fields, a high-performance octagonal dual-1571

layer magnetic shield encloses the tube, reducing magnetic-field gradients to values below 2.5 nT/m,1572

corresponding to a 6×10−14 ms−2 acceleration bias for operation with rubidium [298, 304]. In addition,1573

by means of relative gravimetry, the uncertainty contribution originating from non-trivial gravity1574

gradients along the baseline can be quantified and modelled [304, 305]. Temperature probes along the1575

baseline help detect and correct errors caused by temperature gradients.1576

2. Dual-species sources of quantum-degenerate ensembles of various ytterbium isotopes as well as1577

87Rb will be installed at both ends of the vacuum tube. By combining magnetic and optical trapping1578

techniques together with all-optical matter-wave collimation [278], the facility targets atom fluxes on1579

the order of 106 atoms/s, with temperatures in the picokelvin regime [126, 271].1580

3. A seismic attenuation system (SAS) is utilized to suspend a retroreflection mirror that serves as1581

the atom interferometer’s inertial reference. The SAS employs 6-degrees-of-freedom active stabilization1582

through electromagnetic actuation using signals from onboard seismometers and novel opto-mechanical1583

devices [306].1584

VLBAI employs rubidium as a standard choice for inertial sensing due to its well-established source1585

and laser technology. In addition, the heavy lanthanide ytterbium is utilized, providing advantages1586

such as strong cooling forces on the singlet line, narrow intercombination transitions, and minimal1587

magnetic susceptibility for improved control over systematic effects and environmental decoherence.1588

Furthermore, the internal composition of the species enhances sensitivity for the exploration of new1589

physics beyond the Standard Model [302].1590

The VLBAI facility aims to surpass the current state of the art in absolute gravimetry by mitigating1591

external noise sources through the seismic attenuation system and magnetic shielding. In a simplified1592

drop configuration with 2 × 105 atoms per cycle, 3 s preparation time, and a 800ms free-evolution1593

time, the shot-noise-limited sensitivity is estimated to be 1.7 nm s−2 at 1 s. By adopting an advanced1594

configuration that launches 1×106 atoms per cycle, resulting in a 2.8 s free-evolution time and utilizing1595

four-photon atom optics, the shot-noise-limited acceleration sensitivity improves to 40 pm s−2 at 1 s.1596

In a gradiometric configuration with a 5m baseline and 1×105 atoms per cycle, the shot-noise-limited1597

sensitivity is 5 × 10−10 s−2 at 1 s. Furthermore, a simultaneous-comparison measurement involving1598

87Rb and 170Yb allows for testing the universality of free fall by determining the Eötvös ratio with a1599

precision better than one part in 1013 [302].1600

Apart from its metrological applications through highly sensitive absolute gravimetry (cf. Section1601

9.5), the VLBAI facility acts as a platform for interferometry with large scale factors as are essential1602

for gravitational-wave detection. It also provides an opportunity to test the equivalence principle,1603

to investigate fundamental decoherence mechanisms and the limitations of quantum mechanics at a1604

macroscopic scale. Finally, putting optical clocks into spatial superposition in so-called quantum clock1605

interferometry will give rise to novel measurements of the gravitational redshift [151, 307–309].1606

6.5 The Wuhan 10 m Atom Interferometer1607

The equivalence principle (EP) is one of the key ingredients in general relativity. Quantum tests of1608

the EP with atoms provide an important way to examine the applicable scope of the current physical1609

framework, as well as to discover new physics. The design and appplications of the Wuhan 10-m atom1610

interferometer shown in Fig. 17 have been discussed in [6]. The dual-species atom interferometer was1611

used to test the EP with an accuracy of 3 × 10−8 in 2015 [310]. The detector has also been used to1612
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perform a joint mass-energy test of the EP using the 4WDR-e method, and the mass and internal1613

energy violation parameters were both constrained to the 10−10 level [311]. The latest experimental1614

progress of the Wuhan 10-meter atom interferometer has been to use the large momentum transfer1615

technique with the 4WDR method to realize an 8-photon recoil atom interferometer. Interference1616

fringes obtained after a free evolution time of 2T = 2.6 s have been observed, which is the longest1617

duration realized in the laboratory, and the corresponding precision for gravity measurement is 4.5×1618

10−11 g per shot. The resolution of differential measurements with the dual-species atom interferometer1619

is 2.5× 10−11 at 7168 s [312].1620

Figure 17. The Wuhan 10 m Atom Interferometer [6].

6.6 The AION Project in the UK1621

The Atom Interferometer Observatory and Network (AION) [313] is a proposed research infrastructure1622

allowing studies of dark matter and gravitational waves (GWs) from cosmological and astrophysical1623

sources in the theoretically relevant but currently inaccessible mid-frequency band. It will develop and1624

demonstrate the necessary deployable and scalable quantum technology by constructing and operating1625

10 m- and 100 m-scale instruments, paving the way for a future km-scale facility. Stage 1 of the AION1626

project, funded via the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) Quantum Technologies1627

for Fundamental Physics (QTFP) programme and involved institutions, has successfully delivered a1628

new UK collaborative network in cold-atom interferometry, and by 2024 the current phase of the1629

project will have made key steps towards the construction and deployment of a first 10 m prototype1630

instrument. The long-term AION programme comprises:1631

• Stage 1 (10 m): Construction of a first full interferometer system, providing proof-of-principle of1632

the basic technology, along with evidence of scalability from lab-based to purpose-built infras-1633

tructure. As seen in Fig. 18, the system will be deployed in a dedicated low-vibration basement1634

in the Oxford Physics Department with an adjacent laser laboratory, and its performance fully1635

characterised. Stage 1 will deliver an improvement in the sensitivity to the coupling of ultra-light1636

dark matter (ULDM) to the electron by up to a factor of 3 for a mass ∼ 10−15 eV, but is not1637

expected to have significant sensitivity to GWs.1638
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• Stage 2 (100 m): Construction is expected to start in 2027, with operation from 2030 to search1639

for both DM and GWs over an operational period of several years. The expanded Boulby1640

laboratory in the UK is under study as a potential site for the detector (see Section 8.4.2 for more1641

information). This stage will address fundamental challenges for construction and operation of a1642

large detector “in the field”. Stage 2 aims at an improvement in sensitivity to, e.g., the ULDM-1643

electron coupling by up to more than one and a half orders of magnitude over a wide range of1644

ULDM masses. It will also have unique sensitivity to GWs in a frequency band around 1 Hz,1645

being sensitive, e.g., to phase transitions in the early universe and mergers of intermediate-mass1646

black holes weighing 104 solar masses at a redshift z ≈ 1.1647

• Stage 3 (1 km): Construction would start in the mid-2030s, with a target of reaching ultimate1648

terrestrial sensitivity for GW and DM observation by the end of the decade. This stage would1649

constitute a new international infrastructure. As for stage 2, the expanded Boulby laboratory1650

in the UK is under study as a potential UK site for the detector.1651

• Stage 4 (≳ 1000 km): A mission proposal for an Atomic Experiment for Dark Matter and1652

Gravity Exploration in Space (AEDGE) [9] has been submitted to ESA within its Voyage 20501653

programme. This would directly use AION technology and could be flying from 2045.1654

The goals of AION Stage 2 explicitly include further development of the necessary national and1655

international partnerships and collaborations, along with the development of the necessary technical1656

and operational experience. Stage 3 will require cooperative international investment and strategy1657

funding. Therefore, the AION Collaboration strongly supports the formation of an international1658

proto-collaboration to support very long-baseline AI for fundamental physics exploitation.1659

In the following, we provide a short summary of the status of the AION project in Stage 1, during1660

which the AION programme has three major deliverables to complete:1661

1662

A): Design and construction of five Ultra-Cold Strontium Laboratories in Birmingham, Cam-1663

bridge, Imperial, Oxford and RAL;1664
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1665

B): Establish a partnership with the MAGIS experiment in the US;1666

1667

C): Design and Construction of a 10 m prototype detector to be built in the Beecroft building in1668

Oxford.1669

1670

Milestones A) and B) have been completed, and the project is now mainly focusing on C), the1671

design and construction of a 10 m prototype detector.1672

The biggest challenge faced by AION in Stage 1 was the centralised design and production of1673

the ultra-high-vacuum sidearm and laser-stabilisation systems for the AION Ultra-Cold Strontium1674

Laboratories, as summarised in [314]. Streamlining the design and production of the sidearm and1675

laser stabilisation systems enabled the AION Collaboration to build and equip in parallel five state-of-1676

the-art Ultra-Cold Strontium Laboratories within 24 months and observe atomic interference fringes1677

- see Fig. 19 - by leveraging key expertise across the collaboration. This approach could serve as a1678

model for the development and construction of other cold atom experiments, such as atomic clock1679

experiments and neutral atom quantum computing systems, by establishing dedicated design and1680

production units at national laboratories, such as Rutherford Appleton and Daresbury Laboratories1681

in the UK.1682

6.7 The MAGIS-100 Atom Interferometer1683

The MAGIS-100 experiment is Fermilab project E-1101 (FERMILAB-TM-2700-PPD, FERMILAB-1684

CONF-23-430-ETD), which consists of a collaboration of 9 universities and national laboratories, and1685

is funded by the US DOE QuantISED program, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, the UK1686

STFC, and the Kavli Foundation. To carry it out it is necessary to build and install at Fermilab a1687

next-generation instrument that uses light-pulse atom interferometry to search for physics beyond the1688

Standard Model. MAGIS-100 will exploit the existing ∼100 m vertical MINOS access shaft and will1689

be an upgrade of the existing 10 m scale experiment at Stanford with greatly increased sensitivity due1690

to its increased length.1691

In the MAGIS detector design, dilute clouds of Ultra-Cold atoms at both ends and the middle1692

of the baseline (the MINOS shaft, see Fig. 20) act as both inertial references and clocks. Light from1693

a laser propagates in a high-vacuum region between the two atom ensembles and interacts with the1694

atoms, driving transitions between the ground and excited atomic clock levels. The accumulated phase1695

difference between the states in the atom ensembles (interferometers) is sensitive to the time variation1696

in the atomic energy levels, which would be caused by a light scalar dark matter field interacting with1697

the atoms. Additionally, the timing of these transitions depends on the light travel time across the1698

baseline, so a passing gravitational wave can result in a shift of the atomic state, with an associated1699

interferometer phase difference. MAGIS will use Sr atoms, which are able to act as excellent clocks.1700

The MAGIS detector concept is shown schematically in Fig. 20, with the upstairs laser lab (currently1701

under construction), the above-ground laser transport for the interferometry laser beam, the vertical1702

interferometry vacuum tubes, and the three strontium atom sources. The use of any two atom sources1703

can produce a difference measurement. In addition, the use of three sources provides the opportunity to1704

correct for gravity gradient noise, and serves as a general constraint for systematics control. MAGIS-1705

100 will also have the capability to perform co-located, dual-isotope Sr atom interferometry in an1706

alternative dark matter search mode [2].1707

Construction at Fermilab provides many benefits to the experiment. The site provides a laboratory1708

environment with the required power to operate the experiment, appropriate support for laser and1709
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Figure 19. Upper panels: Photographs of the five AION sidearm systems, installed at their corresponding

institutions [314]. Bottom panel: Measurements at the University of Birmingham of the occupation levels of

an excited strontium state following atom interferometry sequences in which the phase of the final laser pulse

is varied, demonstrating interference fringes analogous to those in an optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

vacuum systems, and safety oversight. Engineering for civil components such as shaft supports, vacuum1710

systems, and electrical systems benefits from the existing Fermilab staff, who have extensive experience1711

with equipment deployment at this scale. Controls, computing, and networking systems are readily1712

available, and safety and interlocks controls are standardized. In addition, there are facilities for1713

operations that will be exploited.1714

MAGIS-100 has a modular construction: 17 sections of approximately 5.7 m length are assembled1715

from the bottom of the shaft to the top. Specialized connections are found at the location of the1716
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Figure 20. Basic layout of the MAGIS experiment.

three atom sources to allow for optical shuttle and launch of the atom clouds. The apparatus is1717

surrounded by an octagonal, multi-layer mu-metal shield to provide a clean magnetic environment.1718

Necessary optics (mirrors, mode cleaning, and retro-reflection) are located at the top and bottom of1719

the experiment. Items needing maintenance are found at the connections between nodes, and are1720

shielded by sliding couplers.1721

The sections are surrounded by an aluminum strongback frame for rigidity and protection from1722

impacts. The beam tube components for the modules can be aligned using a 6-strut system to provide1723

the necessary degrees of freedom. Ferromagnetic materials have been minimized in the design.1724

Installation will be aided by a personnel access system, which is currently planned to be a cage1725

suspended from the 15-ton overhead bridge crane located in the MINOS building. It is likely that1726

a supplementary lightweight gantry crane will be used to lower the modules and atom sources into1727

position on their permanent, fixed, mounts.1728

Most (16/22) of the MAGIS-100 lasers are located on the surface in a purpose-built laser labo-1729

ratory. These constitute the high-power interferometry laser system [315] and the red lasers for each1730

atom source, which are transmitted to the sources over fibers. Most of the laboratory lasers are fre-1731

quency locked using an optical comb. The IR and blue lasers used at the atom source locations are1732

installed in the shaft together with the sources.1733

MAGIS-100 will provide a powerful instrument for science. In addition, its atom sources and laser1734

systems are modular and readily upgradable in the future. Full technical details can be found in [2].1735

6.8 Summary1736

In this Section, we have discussed the features and technological challenges of vertical long-baseline1737

atom interferometry. Key areas where further research is needed include the development of higher1738

power lasers and robust atom optics techniques [239, 257, 316–322] to enable interferometers with sev-1739
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eral ×104 π-pulses on narrow clock transitions, investigations of the scalability of rotation and gravity1740

gradient compensation techniques to km-scale baselines, demonstration of multiplexing techniques to1741

allow multiple interferometers to be operated simultaneously, and designing systems for stabilizing1742

and/or monitoring the relative positions of cameras used for phase shear readout of interferometers1743

separated over a long baseline. Moreover, further investigations into Newtonian gravity gradient noise1744

mitigation strategies for vertical configurations will be essential. This Section has also provided an1745

overview of four vertical long-baseline atom interferometry projects: the Hannover VLBAI atom in-1746

terferometer, the Wuhan 10 m atom interferometer, the AION project in the UK, and MAGIS-100 at1747

Fermilab, which will serve as testbeds for the necessary technology development for TVLBAI projects.1748

7 Long-Baseline Detector Options (horizontal)1749

7.1 Introduction1750

Horizontal gravitational wave detectors have some different features from vertical ones, making them1751

more similar to laser-based gravitational wave detectors such as LIGO and Virgo. The first key feature1752

is that beam splitting is decoupled from the atomic motion due to free fall. The second is the possibility1753

to build a two-arm detector. Unlike vertical detectors, where single photon beam splitters are used1754

to prevent laser phase noise entering the signal, a two-arm configuration can be used for the same1755

purpose, but with two conventional photon beam splitters. This enables the use of alkaline elements1756

for the atomic source, which have been used in a variety of previous atom interferometry experiments,1757

so that the key technologies (i.e., high flux, large momentum transfer, long interferometry times,1758

delta-kick collimation or squeezing) are more mature. Two long-baseline horizontal experiments are1759

under construction currently in France and China, namely MIGA and ZAIGA, which are presented1760

in this Section and their current status and challenges discussed. In subsequent parts of this Section,1761

possible strategies for horizontal geometries are introduced, which realize multi-loop configurations1762

originally introduced for space-based detectors. Using a distinct relaunch strategy in combination1763

with delta-kick collimated Bose-Einstein condensates and symmetric horizontal beam splitters the1764

necessary parameters for the next generation of detectors seem plausible. Tackling the issue of laser1765

front phase aberrations and the need for increasing laser powers, cavity-based diffraction can be used1766

in horizontal geometries, due to the decoupling of atomic motion and beam splitting, making it an1767

ideal candidate for implementation.1768

7.2 Large-scale atom interferometry with MIGA1769

The MIGA [3] large-scale gravity antenna is a demonstrator for low-frequency GW detection based on1770

atom interferometry [323]. This project is carried out by a consortium that gathers 17 leading French1771

laboratories and companies in atomic physics, metrology, optics, geoscience and gravitational physics.1772

The geometry of MIGA consists of a 150 m array of three Rb atom interferometers manipulated1773

by cavity-enhanced Bragg pulses to provide simultaneous measurements of strain and inertial forces1774

sensed in an optical cavity.1775

This underground antenna is located in the LSBB laboratory [326]. This facility is a former1776

command centre of the military nuclear force on the “plateau d’Albion” that has been converted1777

into a unique underground research platform. Located 500 m deep inside the mountains of the pays1778

d’Apt, this facility is ideally located away from major anthropogenic disturbances and benefits from1779

very low background noise, in particular seismic [3, 327] and magnetic noise sources [328], which are1780

major disturbances usually preventing atom interferometer experiments from reaching their ultimate1781

performances.1782
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 21. (a) Fibre laser system developed by the Muquans company [324], (b) cold 87Rb atom source [267],

(c) standard 6 m long section under vacuum test, (d) vacuum tower in production at SAES Parma (Italy), (e)

MIGA gallery within the Laboratoire Souterrain à Bas Bruit (LSBB) and installation of the first sections of

the vacuum vessel [325].

Targeting an initial strain sensitivity of 2 ·10−13/
√
Hz at 2 Hz, MIGA will be a demonstrator for a1783

new generation of GW detectors based on atom interferometry (AI) that could open a new frequency1784

band for the observation of GWs. The instrument will be used to study advanced measurement strate-1785

gies and atom manipulation techniques to push further the sensitivity of large-scale AI experiments.1786

MIGA will also provide precise measurements of the local gravity sensed by an AI network to study1787

the impact of Gravity Gradient Noise (GGN) and possible mitigation strategies. According to current1788

models, GGN is a central issue for low-frequency GW detection, and instruments relying on single1789

atom gradiometer geometries would be strongly limited in their performances in a large portion of1790

their sensitivity window.1791

An upgraded version of the antenna, using the Large Momentum Transfer (LMT) generated by1792

2× 100 photon transitions and an improved detection noise of 0.1 mrad/
√
Hz would make it possible1793

to study the different components of GGN over different baselines and obtain a better modelling of1794

the space-time correlation properties of GGN [329]. These studies are crucial to develop strategies for1795

mitigating GGN based on spatial averaging using AI sensor networks [246].1796

The infrastructure work at LSBB has been completed and two new perpendicular galleries of1797

150 m were bored to host the initial antenna and a possible evolution towards a 2D instrument [325].1798

The Rb atom sources were also produced and fully characterized [267, 324] in collaboration with the1799

SYRTE laboratory (see Fig. 21 (a), (b)). The vacuum vessel was produced, tested [330] and delivered1800

to LSBB and MIGA is now currently in its final assembling and commissioning stage at the LSBB1801

(see Fig. 21 (c), (d), (e)).1802
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7.3 Very-large-scale atom interferometry with ELGAR1803

This expected outcomes of MIGA will pave the way for the development of future research infras-1804

tructures based on quantum technologies such as ELGAR (European Laboratory for Gravitation and1805

Atom interferometry Research) [8]. Based on an O(10) km horizontal geometry, the ELGAR initiative1806

aims at the realization of a European underground infrastructure to study space-time and gravitation1807

with the primary goal of detecting GWs in the band between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz. This instrument1808

would use a geometry based on an array of atom gradiometers to reduce the contribution of GGN1809

(see Fig 22). A common ultra-stable laser interrogates two perpendicular arms of total baseline LT =

Figure 22. Geometry of ELGAR, based on a distributed 2D array of gradiometers with baseline L = 16.3 km

with a total baseline LT = 32.1 km. Taken from [8].

1810

32.1 km. Each arm is composed of N = 80 gradiometers with baselines L = 16.3 km, spaced from1811

each other by a distance δ = 200 m; these two last parameters have chosen taking into account the1812

space-time correlation properties of GGN. The gravitational signal is then extracted from the differ-1813

ence of the mean of the gradiometer signals in each arm. This averaging method makes it possible to1814

reduce the GGN by a factor that can be better than 1/
√
N in the detector bandwidth, and the 2D1815

geometry limits the influence of the residual frequency noise of the interrogation laser. The site of the1816

detector would be an underground facility at a depth of a few hundred metres, reducing further both1817

seismic and atmospheric GGN [186, 188, 331].1818

A preliminary description of the antenna subsystems can be found in [242]. It would use 87Rb1819

sources cooled down to 100 pK, launched on a vertical trajectory towards the common interroga-1820

tion laser where they would be interrogated using a four pulse sequence “π/2-π-π-π/2”. The atom1821

manipulation protocol would use a combination of Bragg diffraction and Bloch oscillations [253] to1822

reach a total number of 2n = 1000 transferred photons during each interrogation pulse. Assuming1823

an atom flux of 1012 atoms/s and an integration time of 4T = 800 ms, the shot noise limited strain1824

sensitivity of the detector would be 3.3×10−22/
√
Hz at its optimal detection frequency of 1.7 Hz. The1825

bandwidth of ELGAR would therefore complement that of the future space-based detector LISA and1826

third-generation ground-based optical detectors such as ET [332] or the Cosmic Explorer [333, 334].1827

A simultaneous operation of these instruments would open multiband GW detection over an extended1828

band, ranging from 0.1 mHz up to 10 kHz. The ELGAR infrastructure would focus on GW observa-1829
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tion in the band around 1 Hz, but would also have extended applications in various domains including1830

geology, fundamental physics, gravitation and general relativity.1831

7.4 Status of the ZAIGA project1832

ZAIGA is a facility for underground laser-driven atom interferometer experiments near Wuhan, China [7]1833

that is illustrated in Fig. 23. Its first stage is already funded and under construction, with completion1834

scheduled for 2027. It includes a 240-meter vertical shaft equipped with an atom fountain and atomic1835

clocks, which targets probes of quantum mechanics, tests of the Einstein Equivalence Principle, mea-1836

surements of the gravitational redshift using atomic clocks and searches for ULDM and GWs, as well1837

as a horizontal gallery of length > 1 km that will host an experiment to measure rotation and the1838

Lense-Thirring effect, and probe general relativity. The second phase, planned for 2027 to 2035, will1839

feature an equilateral triangle of horizontal 1-km galleries instrumented with atom interferometers1840

that will provide enhanced sensitivities to ULDM and GWs, and there is provision for extending one1841

of the arms of the triangle to multiple kilometres in a subsequent stage. In addition to this com-1842

prehensive programme of fundamental physics, the ZAIGA laboratory will be the principal node in1843

a network for environmental monitoring including measurements of earthquakes, changes in ground1844

water, meteorology, geogravity and relativistic geodesy.1845

7.5 Future perspectives for horizontal detectors: Scalable large momentum transfers1846

and multi-loop geometries1847

Horizontal beam splitting faces the challenge of an intrinsic symmetry, due to the vanishing Doppler1848

shifts of atoms falling perpendicularly to the laser beam. The implementation of symmetric horizontal1849

beam splitting has been studied for either Bragg [335] or Raman diffraction. Instead of using higher1850

nth order or sequential diffraction processes, which are mainly limited by atom loss caused by non-ideal1851

beam splitter efficiencies, accelerated optical lattices may be used, where the atomic ensemble suffers1852

significantly fewer losses from dephasing effects due to light shifts.1853
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Figure 24. The twin lattice is formed by retroreflecting light at two frequencies with linear orthogonal

polarization. A quarter-wave plate in front of the retroreflector alters the polarization to generate two coun-

terpropagating lattices (indicated in red and blue). After release from the atom chip and state preparation,

the BEC is symmetrically split and recombined by the lattices, driving double Bragg diffraction (DBD) and

Bloch oscillations (BOs). In this way, the interferometer arms form a Sagnac loop enclosing an area A (shaded

in gray) for detecting rotations Ω. The interferometer output ports are detected on a CCD chip by absorption

imaging. Figure from [253].

The twin-lattice approach presented in [253] is based on a combination of double Bragg beam1854

splitters, which realize the symmetric momentum splitting of the initial atomic ensemble, with a si-1855

multaneous acceleration of both interferometer arms with the help of Bloch oscillations. The individual1856

steps of the sequence are presented in the following and the overall scheme is shown in Fig. 24. The1857

light fields of the twin lattice are aligned perpendicular to gravity. Additionally the retroreflection1858

of ω1 and ω2 is realized with a combination of a quarter-wave plate and a separate mirror. The two1859

applied frequencies are combined in a single beam with orthogonal linear polarization. This helps to1860

suppress losses caused by parasitic standing waves as well as systematic effects like laser phase noise1861

and wavefront distortions. Due to the beam being aligned horizontally there is a vanishing velocity1862

in the beam splitter direction, which directly entails symmetric diffraction through a double Bragg or1863

Raman process.1864

For the sequence itself a BEC is created with the help of the atom-chip trapping and cooling1865

capabilities. The individual steps are shown in Fig. 24 for different amounts of transferred momenta.1866

After release delta-kick collimation is performed and followed by an adiabatic rapid passage to a non-1867

magnetic state. The interferometer itself is created by an initial sequential double Bragg diffraction1868

π/2-pulse and an acceleration via Bloch oscillations. This creates a maximum momentum separation1869

between the two interferometer arms of up to ∆p = 408 ℏk. To mirror the momentum states for the1870

second half of the interferometer the atomic ensembles are decelerated again to ±4 ℏk. The following1871

three-pulse combination can be described as a sequential double Bragg π-pulse that inverts the atomic1872

velocity to ∓4 ℏk. Afterwards the ensembles are accelerated again to the same momentum separation1873

∆p as before and decelerated again, with the difference that the trajectories are now pointing towards1874

each other to allow for a spatial overlap at the end of the sequence. The interference is closed by1875

a final sequential double Bragg diffraction π/2-pulse. After a waiting time of τdet = 9ms the three1876
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output ports of the interferometer can be imaged using absorption detection.1877

A folded triple-loop geometry can be realized as an alternative to a standard double-loop or1878

butterfly geometry using this kind of symmetric beam splitters together with relaunches [336] at the1879

intersections of the trajectories so that only a single laser link is required [247]. This enables scalability1880

in T , consequently a broadband detection mode [337], and a resonant detection mode [17] by adding1881

additional relaunches and beam splitting pulses. In addition, the triple-loop geometry is robust against1882

fluctuations of the mean position and velocity of the wave packet entering the interferometer. The1883

scheme requires a pointing stability of the relaunch vectors at the level of ∼prad, comparable to the1884

requirement on the initial launch vector in a single-loop geometry [247]. Omitting other terms, the1885

differential phase shift between two triple-loop interferometers in a gradiometric configuration caused1886

by a gravitational wave is 8keffhL sin4(ωT/2) [(7 + 8 cos(ωT ))/2] [129]. As an option, this geometry1887

can be implemented at a later stage for broadband and resonant detection modes.1888

7.6 Multi-photon atom interferometry via cavity-enhanced Bragg Diffraction1889

The target strain sensitivity for decihertz GW detectors based on atom interferometry requires the1890

application of Large Momentum Transfer (LMT) atom optics. Modern atom optics techniques utilize1891

stimulated Raman transitions [40], Bragg diffraction [153], and Bloch oscillations [338] or a combi-1892

nation of the three to realize LMT atom interferometry [237, 253, 335, 339–344]. It appears to be1893

feasible to generate 1000ℏk of momentum transfer by a combination of Bragg diffraction and Bloch1894

oscillations [253], but this imposes severe requirements on the laser power [340]. Beam splitting of1895

order n requires a laser intensity scaling as n4 for a fixed spontaneous emission rate [345].1896

An optical cavity could provide the required power enhancement, while adding spatial filtering1897

for the beam splitting, with added benefits for both sensitivity and accuracy with careful design1898

of the device: the power enhancement increases linearly the scale factor of atomic inertial sensors1899

via coherent multiphoton processes [346–349] utilizing a large intensity of the interrogation laser.1900

The natural spatial filtering of cavity modes reduces wavefront distortion [249], an effect that can1901

eventually limit the accuracy of atom interferometers but grows quickly in LMT atom interferometry.1902

Other notable effects on atom interferometers, such as diffraction phases generated by intensity and1903

mode shape fluctuations, can be controlled within an optical cavity.1904

At the limits of optical cavities, high finesse is required for efficient atom optics, but a long cavity1905

is also needed for GW detection. However, this leads to narrow linewidth cavities and so a long1906

temporal response [350]. Such a response is known to degrade the temporal shape of the light pulses1907

used to manipulate coherently the matter waves [351]. These effects are fundamental issues limiting1908

the use of optical cavities for atom interferometry [350], but new techniques have been proposed to1909

circumvent this problem using light-shift engineering [352] and intracavity frequency modulation of1910

circulating pulses [353, 354]. Optical cavities have proven useful for modern atomic physics, having1911

been used to produce Bose-Einstein condensates in the strong-coupling regime [355] and to generate1912

entanglement in particles of an atomic ensemble in order to beat the so-called standard quantum limit1913

[291, 356, 357]. Recent work has shown that a matter-wave interferometer operating as a gravimeter1914

can be realized using a stable optical cavity [259]. Hence optical cavity manipulation for enhancing1915

light-matter interactions is a promising pathway for mediating LMT atom optics in future experiments.1916

Furthermore, the realization of a GW detector based on atom interferometry can further benefit1917

from optical cavities in mediation of the light-matter interaction. Interrogation of atom interferometers1918

functioning as array of atom gradiometers [3, 8, 246] requires that the atom optics be driven by the1919

same oscillator. This atom gradiometer, inside an optical Fabry-Pérot Michelson interferometer, forms1920

a hybrid device that would be the start of a new generation of instrument where both atomic and optical1921
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readout are used simultaneously to provide an extended GW detection band into lower frequencies. A1922

2D geometry naturally lends itself to reducing efficiently the impact of frequency noise on the atomic1923

readout, as is already the case for its optical counterpart [358, 359]. Optical cavity mediation of LMT1924

atom optics is a promising technological pathway for future high sensitivity large scale AI detectors.1925

A dedicated experiment to explore cavity manipulation in the horizontal direction demonstrated1926

an LMT atom interferometer using cavity-enhanced beamsplitters [137, 349, 360] in the framework1927

of the MIGA project [3]. It utilized a marginally stable cavity [361] that allows for the propagation1928

of large spatial modes. This device is generally useful for all atomic sources, trapped or on ballistic1929

trajectories. This configuration, developed for atom interferometry [137, 360], comprises two high1930

reflectivity mirrors placed at the focal planes of a biconvex lens. This horizontal 80 cm cavity is1931

coupled with a sub-Doppler cooled 87Rb atomic source developed for the MIGA project [267] and1932

used to operate a Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer using a momentum transfer of up to 2n = 8ℏk1933

on a large resonating mode with a 1/e2 diameter of 4 mm [349].1934

This experiment [267, 324, 349] launches a cloud of atoms into the cavity on a ballistic trajectory1935

where interference patterns are generated by the cavity not being perfectly horizontal and scanning1936

the scale factor [349]. The optical gain of the cavity (38) is sufficient to drive diffraction with mW1937

level input from a low-noise source, while the finesse (200) results in a cavity temporal response of a1938

few hundred ns, which is sufficient to avoid distorting the applied Gaussian pulses; diffraction up to1939

n = 4 has been observed. Tilting the experiment at various angles, as observed with an external tilt1940

measurement, induces small but measurable accelerations from gravity. By studying the cantilevering1941

of fringes as well as spectroscopy, it was possible to conclude that the phase shift is inertial for the1942

different diffraction orders.1943

This work paves the way towards increased sensitivity of matter wave interferometer experiments1944

and hybridization with laser interferometers. In the short term, this method is applicable to various1945

atom interferometer sources and geometries, like mobile, sub-Doppler cooled vertical gravimeters [249]1946

and horizontal gyroscopes [362].1947

8 Site Options1948

8.1 Introduction1949

The focus of this Section is to elucidate some requirements and desiderata for potential future loca-1950

tions for a terrestrial-very-long-baseline atom interferometry experiment. This includes discussion of1951

the presumed infrastructure requirements and environmental feasibility investigations for a large-scale1952

international experiment. As a small survey of current site options globally, we include summaries1953

of presentations from representatives of: CERN in Geneva, the Boulby underground laboratory in1954

the UK, the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in the USA and the Callio Lab in Fin-1955

land. This Section also includes shorter discussions of other deep underground facilities that may be1956

considered.1957

This document highlights future plans for scaling atom interferometry technology far beyond the1958

confines of small, highly-controlled laboratories. There are various different physical configurations1959

that a future experiment can employ, see the discussions in Sections 6 and 7. Nevertheless, one may1960

construct a set of common criteria that factor in driving forces from experimental constraints and spec-1961

ifications, and other limiting factors from systematic and environmental noise sources. Our criteria1962

can be neatly split into: site infrastructure requirements and ambient environmental characteristics.1963

Site infrastructure requirements capture experiment-specific needs that we as the experimenters can1964
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control, such as local temperature, electric, and magnetic field fluctuations, within constraints imposed1965

by the cost and the knowledge how to mitigate such effects. On the other hand, ambient environ-1966

mental characteristics encompass all of the location-dependent traits that we cannot directly control,1967

such as seismic and atmospheric fields. These noise sources will require deeper understanding and1968

measurement of each site’s geological structure and historical fluctuations to devise stable long-term1969

means of forecasting and mitigation.1970

Ideally, the experimental collaboration would construct the perfect site for a large-scale exper-1971

iment by selecting the most isolated environment and building in all control measures required to1972

match the specifications. This would include digging vertical shafts, for vertical atom interferometer1973

configurations, or excavating long deep underground galleries, for horizontal layouts. Realistically the1974

expense of this approach would be far too great if one would like to implement and compare various1975

different techniques and configurations. Instead the pragmatic approach is to examine existing deep1976

underground laboratories and explore their abilities to meet the experimental criteria. This is the1977

approach we suggest here.1978

8.2 Infrastructure considerations for long-baseline detectors1979

A long-baseline atom interferometer requires two large spaces, the laser laboratory and the baseline1980

shaft or gallery, which must be connected to each other by a short laser link.1981

The laser laboratory should be a windowless room with a floor area of at least 50m2 and a1982

height of roughly 3m with space for overhead gantries and cable supports. The laser laboratory1983

is needed to house specialised instruments for the manipulation of cold atoms, e.g., lasers, optics,1984

control electronics, and coil drivers. A typical layout (for the MAGIS experiment) is shown in Fig. 20.1985

The room should have a high-specification heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system1986

capable of stabilising the temperature at approximately 22 ◦C with fluctuations below ±1 ◦C. The1987

HVAC system should be able to handle a heat load of up to 30 kW from instruments in the laboratory.1988

Services such as processed cooling water, single-phase and three-phase mains outlets (approx. 35 kW1989

total), compressed dry air, and network ports must be available in the laser laboratory. The room1990

must have appropriate engineering and access controls for laser safety, since the room will contain1991

several class 3B and 4 lasers. Routine access for laser-trained users greater than 12 hours per day will1992

be necessary, for instrument installation, maintenance and operation.1993

The main part of the detector will be housed in either a vertical baseline shaft or horizontal1994

baseline gallery, depending on the choice of detector orientation. The longer the baseline, the better1995

the detector sensitivity, up to a limit of a few kilometers. For vertical shafts, a target shaft length of1996

100m or more is currently being sought for the next-generation detectors similar in scale to MIGA1997

and MAGIS-100. The baseline shaft or gallery will contain the baseline tube (a long, straight, ultra-1998

high-vacuum tube) with between 2 to 10 atom sources attached at intervals along the baseline. Each1999

atom source will require services such as processed cooling water, mains power (approx. 10 kW),2000

and various optical fibre and cable connections to the laser laboratory. For a vertical baseline, the2001

atom sources will each occupy a volume of approximately 1m × 1m × 2m, extending as “sidearms”2002

from the vertical tube. For a horizontal baseline, a few-meter vertical UHV tube will be required2003

above each atom source to enable long atom free-fall time. A more stable temperature and humidity2004

environment in the baseline shaft or gallery would be beneficial, especially for the atom sources, though2005

local enclosures for the atom sources, internally controlled to 0.5 ◦C pk-pk fluctuations, could be a2006

viable solution for less temperature-stable shafts. Routine and safe access to the atom sources will be2007

required for over 12 hours per day for instrument installation, maintenance and operation.2008
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8.3 Environmental characterization for site selection2009

Long-baseline atom interferometers are susceptible to various noise sources. Locally to the laser2010

laboratory and atom sources, temperature fluctuations, spurious electric and magnetic fields, and2011

vibrations can feed into the subsystems of the experiment causing noise in the laser light that interacts2012

with the atoms or by directly modifying the atom structure of the Ultra-Cold atom ensembles. These2013

effects have been briefly discussed in Section 6.2, see also [2] for more details. 8 For very-long-baseline2014

detectors the science signal we search for could vary along the extent of the baseline. This requires2015

us also to consider ambient large-scale effects such as seismic and atmospheric density perturbations2016

that cause noise in differential measurements of the phase shift of the atom interferometers along the2017

baseline. These ambient effects, which have been referred to as Gravity Gradient Noise (GGN), become2018

crucial terrestrial limitations in the lower frequency domain. Other large experiments including LIGO,2019

Virgo and the LHC have also needed to explore these potential backgrounds [188, 333], though these2020

backgrounds are not yet limiting significantly their respective science cases. For atom interferometers2021

the current generation of experiments including MIGA, MAGIS-100, ZAIGA, and the VLBAI plan2022

to explore GGN experimentally as this will unlock the full science reach of such long-baseline atom2023

interferometers [2, 3, 7].2024

By measuring the local effects mentioned above we can establish what levels of passive shielding and2025

active tracking will be required to meet experimental specifications for a given noise budget. This can2026

be quickly done for a potential site with a survey of temperature and pressure using thermometers and2027

pressure/humidity sensors, magnetic fields using flux-gate magnetometers, and arrays of accelerometers2028

to characterize vibrations above 1Hz. It should be noted that a single set of measurements would2029

only provide enough information to establish the DC, or static noise backgrounds. Time-dependent2030

fluctuations of these fields can also lead to noise in the atom interferometer thus longer-duration2031

surveys should be carried out. Once the amplitudes and fluctuations of these fields are known we2032

can specify the levels for thermal enclosures, magnetic shields, and vibration isolation for the various2033

subsystems of the experiment. For some references for expected noise levels in MAGIS-100, see [2],2034

and for measurements at the CERN site discussed below, see [299].2035

One should also examine the characteristics of the larger ambient environment surrounding the2036

site. The effects of most interest for the O(1) Hz domain are seismic field fluctuations sourced by:2037

pressure waves (P-waves), transverse waves (S-waves) and Rayleigh waves (surface waves), atmospheric2038

fluctuations, sound waves reflected from the Earth’s surface, and advected temperature gradients. The2039

primary concern from these fluctuating noise sources is a density perturbation leading to a fluctuating2040

gravitational field and time-dependent GGN coupled to the Ultra-Cold atom ensemble through its free-2041

fall trajectory in the perturbed gravitational field. One mode of this coupling through seismic Rayleigh2042

wave channels was discussed in Section 4.2 and further details on investigations into seismic GGN can2043

be found in references [187, 190, 329]. Atmospheric fluctuations couple in a similar manner and are2044

currently being investigated. In order to characterize the site for these environmental backgrounds a2045

seismic survey can be carried out to provide histograms of the power spectral density of ground motion.2046

For vertical configurations synchronized borehole seismometers can be arranged in the shaft to profile2047

the vertical dependence of the ground motion. Atmospheric effects can be best understood through2048

large area microbarometer surveys, LIDAR measurements, or databases of historical meteorological2049

data. With ambient noise levels collected the feasibility of the site can be assessed, an example of this2050

was done for the CERN vertical shaft PX46 [299]. Mitigation for these low-frequency noise sources2051

8See Section 9.2 for a more complete discussion of possible noise sources.
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interferometer is in the PX46 shaft. There is concrete shielding in the gallery connecting to the main cavern.

A fast and safety-proof elevator platform surrounds the experiment and is used for assembly, operation and

escape in case of hazards [299].

will most certainly require passive and active isolation with large auxiliary environmental monitoring2052

systems and filtering techniques.2053

To maximize the sensitivity of a TVLBAI the proposed site should meet noise sensitivity limits2054

informed by large sensor arrays and local surveys. Noisy environments may be suitable so long as2055

the appropriate active monitoring systems and data filtering techniques are employed. From current2056

investigations the most suitable method would be to locate the experiments deep-underground and2057

site a location with very regular and predictable weather and seismic activity.2058

8.4 Potential deep underground laboratories2059

We now review studies that have been made of some prospective sites.2060

8.4.1 CERN2061

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is sited in an underground tunnel at a depth varying2062

between roughly 80m and 140m, due to the changing altitude of the overburden terrain. Several2063

vertical shafts connect the surface to the LHC tunnel for personnel access, for lowering and raising2064

accelerator components, for utilities and control systems. A feasibility study was conducted with the2065

support of the Physics Beyond Colliders initiative at CERN and the PX46 access shaft was identified2066

as the most suitable location for installing a 100m class vertical atom interferometer [299].2067

This access shaft, shown in figure 25, is towards the north of the LHC ring, is 143m deep and2068

has a diameter of 10.10m, is fully lined with reinforced concrete and its surface access is inside a2069

large open space technical building while at its bottom it is connected via a short gallery to a large2070

side cavern where high-power radiofrequency (RF) equipment is located. The shaft is used mostly2071

for lowering accelerator components and is otherwise free of any equipment. Following the approach2072

discussed in the preceding sections, the study team analyzed the available technical infrastructure, the2073

environmental aspects relevant for an atom interferometer, and any further requirements or limitations2074
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arising from being part of a large operating particle collider. No showstoppers have been identified.2075

All details are discussed in the feasibility study report [299], which are summarized very briefly in the2076

following.2077

The technical building where the PX46 shaft is housed in has all relevant general utilities such as2078

electricity supply, cooling water, etc., with capacities exceeding the requirements set out in Section 8.2.2079

The floor space is in excess of 500m2, which should be largely sufficient for housing the laser laboratory2080

and any needed access control system.2081

An extensive experimental campaign has been conducted using seismometers and geophones as2082

measurement probes showing that the site largely satisfies the requirements in terms of surface ac-2083

celeration fluctuations in the range of 100mHz to 100Hz, except for some disturbances at 50Hz that2084

would require some mitigation. The amplitude of the surface vertical displacement measurements at2085

frequencies < 1Hz generally lies below the NHNM [46], albeit with some fluctuations.2086

From previous analysis and estimates, magnetic field fluctuations below δB ≤ 100 pT/
√
Hz would2087

be desirable [2, 299]. These constraints apply most strictly within the peak detector sensitivity band2088

50mHz to 10Hz. Electromagnetic noise has been measured at PX46 with the use of fluxgate mag-2089

netometers at the lower frequencies and inductive pick-up coils at the higher frequencies, both at the2090

surface and at the bottom of PX46, closer to the LHC active devices and components. The measured2091

noise is largely within the specified limits. The ramping of the high-field dipole magnets of the LHC2092

results in a small change of the DC background, within the acceptable limit of ≳ 50 nT.2093

The atom interferometer should be accessible at all times by the operators, and in view of this2094

requirement the study team performed an in-depth assessment of the situation and identified any2095

needed mitigations to guarantee the operators safety in any event during the LHC machine operation.2096

The main potential concerns identified [299] would be radiation due to LHC beam losses, helium release2097

from cryogenic apparatus leading to oxygen deficiency hazards, and hazard due to fires potentially2098

developing in the nearby LHC equipment. All these aspects have been studied in detail. Simulations2099

of the dose to personnel in case of beam loss have been performed, leading to the identification of2100

the need for a further shielding wall at the bottom of PX46, which is illustrated in Fig. 25. With a2101

suitable set of doors and an access control system, this wall allows furthermore physical separation2102

from the LHC environment, guaranteeing access to the interferometer at any time. Helium release and2103

fire hazards have been found to be of no major concern, provided that a sufficient fast escape route is2104

available for the operators. A fast elevator, able to operate in any conditions via redundant equipment,2105

has been proposed and studied by a consultant company. This elevator may be used for the assembly2106

of the interferometer itself, during routine operation and for escape, either from the top or from the2107

bottom of the tunnel. The elevator surrounds the experiment itself, thereby leaving enough free space2108

in the access shaft allowing routine lifting of LHC components if required.2109

Cost and schedule estimates have also been performed, and are discussed in the feasibility study2110

[299]. If the site were selected by a collaboration for building an atom interferometer, and the proposal2111

accepted by CERN management, the next step would be launching a detailed technical design of the2112

facility, in order to start adaptation work as early as possible, compatibly with the LHC schedule, so2113

as to make the site available to the experimental community.2114

8.4.2 Boulby underground laboratory2115

The STFC Boulby underground laboratory is the UK’s deep underground science facility, and one2116

of the few facilities in the world suited to projects and studies requiring an ultra-low background2117

radiation environment and/or access to the deep underground environment. Boulby operates in a2118

working polyhalite and salt mine in the North of England. At 1100m deep, with low-background2119
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Figure 26. The Boulby underground laboratory, the UK’s deep underground science facility operating in a

working mine in the North-East of England.

surrounding rock, good support infrastructure, experienced facility staff and a strongly supportive2120

host in the mine operators (ICL-UK), the Boulby facility is an ideal place for low-background and2121

deep underground science studies, see Fig. 26.2122

The Boulby facility has been in operation since the late 1980s and has seen significant development2123

in its infrastructure over this time. The current Boulby facility consists of its main 4000m3 under-2124

ground laboratory which is fully supported with 1Gb internet capability, 10T lifting capacity, power,2125

cooling and air filtration. The facility is operated as a class 10k clean room throughout and 1k in2126

its Boulby UnderGround Screening (BUGS) material screening facility. Directly outside the facility is2127

the Outside Experimentation Area (OEA), a 3000m3 space in a bare salt cavern which is provided for2128

various science projects and teams requiring access to the deep underground environment and geology.2129

The facility also has a 400m2 surface support facility for administration and science/visitor support.2130

Finally, there is a 300m2 surface warehouse facility for incoming goods storage and handling.2131

For over 3 decades the Boulby facility has hosted world-leading astro-particle physics studies, in2132

particular searches for Dark Matter that resulted in the development of key detector techniques in-2133

cluding the ZEPLIN two-phase Xenon detector system, which subsequently became the technique used2134

by world-leading detectors such as the LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) detector operating in the SURF facility2135

in the USA. The current facility continues to host Dark Matter R&D projects (the CYGNUS and2136

NEWS-G detectors) and also operates a suite of high-sensitivity germanium detectors, XIA surface2137

alpha counting systems, Rn emanation systems and an ICPMS system - all part of the BUGS facility2138

providing world-class material screening capability for ultra-low background science projects. Beyond2139

astro-particle physics and ultra-low background science studies, the Boulby facility has a rich and2140

varied range of multidisciplinary science studies underway in the fields of geology, seismology, envi-2141

ronmental carbon reduction, sustainable energy technologies, studies of life in extreme environments2142

and technology development for planetary exploration, mining and more.2143

In the future there are plans underway to expand greatly the facilities and science underway2144

at Boulby. The UK is currently looking to create a new ∼ 30 000m3 underground facility close to2145

the current laboratory to host major new particle and astro-particle physics studies (in addition to an2146

expanded multidisciplinary science programme) from 2030 onwards. Aside from studies to be operated2147

in the current and new facilities, Boulby is also inviting proposals from science projects interested in2148

the wider infrastructures and environments provided by the Boulby mine. This includes projects2149
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interested in access to the shafts at Boulby, of which there are three: two 1.1 km primary shafts for2150

people access and rock/product removal, and one 180m shaft, which is a tailings shaft used for disposal2151

of water from the main mine and its processing plant.2152

Boulby is keen to support the interest of the AION-100 and AION-km projects in utilising the2153

shafts at the Boulby site. Preliminary studies have already been undertaken to assess the space needs2154

and availability for these projects. The next key steps are to undertake a detailed study of the seismic2155

and gravitational backgrounds at the facility, in addition to further exploring logistics needs and2156

challenges. A programme of work to install instrumentation to assess backgrounds in the 3rd shaft at2157

Boulby (the 180m tailings shaft) to assess its suitability for AION-100 is expected to begin this year.2158

8.4.3 The Sanford Underground Research Facility2159

The Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) has been operating for more than 15 years as2160

an international facility dedicated to advancing compelling multidisciplinary underground scientific2161

research in rare-process physics, as well as offering research opportunities in other disciplines [363].2162

SURF laboratory facilities include a surface campus as well as a significant underground footprint2163

consisting of more than 15 km of accessible areas across seven main elevations. Enhanced services are2164

available on the 4100-foot level, and especially the 4850-foot level, to support significant research needs2165

and laboratory facilities. In particular, campuses at the 4850-foot level (1500m, 4300 m.w.e.) host2166

a range of significant physics experiments, including the LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) dark matter experiment2167

and the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR neutrinoless double-beta decay experiment. The CASPAR2168

nuclear astrophysics accelerator recently completed the first phase of operation and is set to resume2169

activities in 2024. SURF is also home to the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) that will host the2170

international Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). SURF offers an ultra-low background2171

environment, low-background assay capabilities, and ultra-pure electroformed copper is produced at2172

the facility.2173

SURF is preparing to increase underground laboratory space. Plans are advancing for construc-2174

tion of new large caverns (nominally 100m L × 20m W × 24m H) on the 4850-foot level (1500m,2175

4200 m.w.e.), aligned with the timeline for next-generation experiments (approximately 2030). SURF2176

has also performed an initial evaluation for creating a vertical facility. Candidate areas were identified2177

based on preliminary requirements, with options for medium scale (100m) and large scale (1000m)2178

vertical facilities, see Fig. 27.2179

SURF is a dedicated research facility offering opportunities and space for diverse science, including2180

new opportunities for vertical and horizontal tunnels to accommodate infrastructure associated with2181

atom interferometry science.2182

8.4.4 Callio Lab2183

Callio Lab is a multidisciplinary underground research centre coordinated by the University of Oulu,2184

operating at the Pyhäsalmi mine in Finland [364]. Callio Lab was established in 2015 to continue2185

the work started in the year 2000 by the Centre for Underground Physics in Pyhäsalmi (CUPP).2186

The site has since hosted research and experiments in a wide range of fields, such as mine reuse,2187

geothermal research, underground health and safety, circular economy and muography. The local2188

research team offers coordination, cooperation, networking and facilitation, and is a founding member2189

of the European Underground Laboratories Association.2190

The Pyhäsalmi mine opened in 1962, producing copper, zinc and pyrite. On-site there are three2191

major operators, the Pyhäsalmi Mine Ltd mining company, the post-mining activity coordinator Callio,2192

and the University of Oulu Callio Lab. Underground mining ended in autumn 2022 and work to utilise2193
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on the 4850-foot level (100 m L × 20 m W × 24 m H). There are more than 15 km of accessible areas across

seven main elevations as well as vertical options.

Figure 28. 3D model of the Callio Lab tunnel network with insets of the various deep underground labs at

the mining site.

the available mine infrastructure as a pumped hydro energy storage has begun. The establishment of a2194

permanent reuse operator for the underground mine ensures the site will be maintained and scientific2195

activities at the Pyhäsalmi mine can continue. The excavation and building of new laboratory spaces2196

(horizontal and vertical) is also possible, as shown in Fig. 28.2197

Access to facilities and different levels is possible via the elevator shaft (3-minute ride to the main2198

level) or the inclined tunnel. Driving from the surface to the bottom of the mine at 1.43 km takes2199

about 40 minutes. As mining has only recently ended, the available services and infrastructure are2200
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still in good condition. Electricity and fibre optic connections are readily available, the re-use sites are2201

well characterised, and due to the long history of the mine and scientific activities, extensive historical2202

data sets are available. The mine also has a microseismic monitoring network and preliminary analysis2203

suggests that the already low seismicity has decreased significantly since the end of underground2204

extraction.2205

During the CUPP years, the site was a participant in two FP7 design studies for a next-generation2206

neutrino observatory. Now with the certainty of the underground mine remaining open and accessible2207

even after closure, the potential of Callio Lab as a site for large scale experiments endures.2208

8.4.5 Other sites2209

Low Noise Underground Laboratory: LSBB The Laboratoire Souterrain à Bas Bruit (LSBB,2210

https://lsbb.cnrs.fr/) is an international underground research facility located in Rustrel-Pays-2211

d’Apt, France [326]. It is a converted missile control centre featuring 4 km of horizontal galleries dug2212

into limestone. Of these galleries include 250m of anti-blast gallery at depth of 280m as well as2213

two sets of approximately perpendicular galleries with lengths of 800m× 1250m and 150m× 150m,2214

respectively. The site is designed for low-noise academic and industry research and is the host location2215

of the MIGA experiment utilizing the perpendicular 150m galleries for horizontal atom interferometry2216

(see Section 7.2).2217

The site also hosts experiments for 3D seismic observations, testing very high sensitivity gravity2218

sensors, qualification of field-programmable-gate-arrays (FPGAs) and muon tomography, with plans2219

for future expansion.2220

Canfranc Laboratory The Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC, https://lsc-canfranc.es/2221

en/home-2/) is a world-class deep underground laboratory with a suite of experiments that require2222

very low environmental radiation levels on topics related to neutrino physics, dark matter and other2223

phenomena. It is located at Canfranc, a village in the Spanish Pyrenees that has a train connection to2224

the Spanish network and is easily accessible by car and truck. The LSC is 800 meters below ground,2225

located between the Somport road tunnel and an old railway tunnel, which are about 8 km long on2226

the Spain-France border. The LSC is the second largest deep-underground laboratory in Europe, with2227

a total area of about 1250m2 and a volume of about 10 000m3, and is easily accessible by road or2228

through the old train tunnel.2229

Close to the LSC there is a ventilation shaft with a length of a few hundred meters, including2230

vertical sections of more than ∼100m, as seen in Fig. 29. There are also horizontal tunnels that may2231

be considered. The seismic noise (that impacts directly the GGN level) at LSC was measured while it2232

was being considered as a potential site for a third-generation gravitational wave detector [365], and2233

it was found that LSC has a relatively low seismic noise level, close to the Peterson NLNM. This noise2234

measurement includes the contribution from the traffic through the adjacent road tunnel, implying2235

that this should not be a concern for the performance of a TVLBAI experiment at LSC. More recent2236

measurements can be found in [366]. We also note that the remoteness of LSC suggests that the2237

impact of anthropogenic electromagnetic noise should also be small.2238

To date there has not been more exploration of the feasibility of this site for future large inter-2239

ferometers, though contact has been established with the Director of the LSC (Carlos Peña-Garay)2240

who is very positive about exploring in depth this possibility. According to him, LSC has also base2241

funding which could help to prepare the local infrastructure and technicians experts in several aspects2242

of precision experiments.2243
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Figure 29. A diagram of the LSC at Canfranc, showing the horizontal gallery and the vertical shaft used for

ventilation [367].

Figure 30. A diagram of the Gotthard Base Tunnel running from North to South under the Swiss Alps,

showing the horizontal gallery and the pair of 800-m vertical shafts that provide access from Sedrun to the

site of the envisioned “Porta Alpina” underground railway station.

AION Porta Alpina The Gotthard Base Tunnel is a 57 km long railway tunnel in Switzerland2244

connecting the north and south sides of the Alps at a depth of O(km). A pair of vertical access shafts2245

from the village of Sedrun present a promising site for the deployment of a O(km) atom interferometer.2246

Built to expedite the construction of the base tunnel between 1999 and 2016 and to provide ventilation,2247

the two 800m vertical shafts are located at the end of a 1 km horizontal gallery with road access from2248

Sedrun that extends into the mountain. With inner diameters of 8.6m and 7m, respectively, the2249

shafts lead down to a multi-function station within the base tunnel, as seen in Fig. 30. They are2250

currently used for maintenance access and could be used as an emergency exit. Prima facie, there2251

is sufficient space in either shaft to accommodate a long-baseline atom interferometer. We note in2252

addition that four caverns (38m × 10m × 5.5m each) connected to the station have been constructed2253

for the envisioned “Porta Alpina” underground passenger railway station, a project that was placed2254

on hold in 2007 with new negotiations initiated in 2020. Influential national, cantonal, and municipal2255

politicians in Switzerland have expressed interest and support for the vision of a “Porta Alpina” atom2256

interferometer experiment.2257

To date there has not been more exploration of the feasibility of this site for future large interfer-2258

ometers. An inspection of the site to prepare for a possible feasibility study is planned for the first2259

quarter of 2024.2260
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9 Supplementary Topics2261

9.1 Introduction2262

This Section outlines research objectives, technological necessities, synergies, and other possibilities2263

for deploying long-baseline systems. As such, this chapter is an aggregation of separate topics, which2264

are not necessarily connected to one another. Consequently, each Subsection outlines their individual2265

impact on terrestrial systems or their research objective.2266

The importance of this Section lies in drawing attention beyond the obvious technology devel-2267

opments and research objectives outlined in the other Sections of this paper. Here, we span lessons2268

learned from other terrestrial long-baseline systems, enhancements by usage of additional technolo-2269

gies, applications to geodetic research, usage for early warning systems, and synergies with further2270

fundamental research.2271

9.2 Noise Sources2272

9.2.1 Newtonian Noise Sources2273

Newtonian noise (NN) sources can be summarized as density fluctuations that modulate the local2274

gravitational potential of the Earth [368]. These in turn affect the accelerations of test masses moving2275

through the background gravity field. Specific to the atom interferometry experiments being discussed2276

here, the atomic centre-of-mass motion during an interferometric sequence acquires a quantum phase2277

shift as the propagation trajectories of the quantum states sample the either static or dynamic varia-2278

tions of space-time. A general formalism for capturing these effects is through a continuity equation2279

relating the gravity potential to the source density perturbation:2280

δϕg = G

∫
V

δρ(r, t)

|r− r0|
dV. (9.1)

At leading order in a Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer this causes a phase shift2281

δϕ = k(g + δg)T 2, (9.2)

where δg = −∇(δϕg). As one would imagine there are many potential sources of density fluctuation.2282

The density fluctuation term δρ(r) in Eq. (9.1) for seismic NN can be expressed as −∇(ρs(r)χ(r, t)),2283

where ρs(r) is the density of the soil surrounding the test mass, and χ(r, t) is the seismic displacement2284

of the medium. Similarly, the density fluctuations due to changes in atmospheric pressure (δρP) or2285

temperature (δρT) in the vicinity of the test masses can be expressed as δρP(r, t) = ρ̄a

γp̄a
δpa(r, t)2286

and δρT(r, t) = − ρ̄a

T̄a
δTa(r, t), where pa(r, t) and Ta(r, t) are the air pressure and temperature; γ is2287

the adiabatic index; and ρ̄a, p̄a, and T̄a are the average density, pressure, and temperature of the2288

atmosphere, respectively. We can simplify matters by considering effects within the categories of:2289

• Anthropogenic Sources2290

– Foot-fall2291

– Motors, pumps, fans2292

– Vehicles, lifts2293

• Earth Generated2294

– Seismic2295
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– Atmospheric2296

– Oceanic2297

The dominance of anthropogenic sources of noise is observed worldwide for frequencies greater2298

than 1 Hz [369]. A trough in global seismic noise model is observed in the band 1-2 Hz which marks2299

the transition from natural to anthropogenic sources [46]. Most anthropogenic seismic sources tend2300

to be sporadic, with the exception of motors and fans that generate monochromatic peaks in the2301

seismic displacement spectrum, and are a well known source of noise for second-generation terrestrial2302

GW detectors like the Advanced LIGO and the Virgo detectors [370, 371]. Foot-fall is important2303

in the frequency range of 1Hz–3Hz, but can have unpredictable resonance effects at times of heavy2304

foot traffic [372]. The gravitational effects of moving vehicles and lifts can be modelled by considering2305

masses with constant acceleration or velocity that lead to predictable signals in a detector. For a recent2306

study of related issues in connection with AION-10 arising from the unpredictable movements of people2307

and animals (Random Animal Transients, RATs) near an atom interferometer, and possible mitigation2308

strategies, see [373]. Motors and fans have higher frequency components between 60Hz–120Hz in the2309

USA and 50Hz–100Hz in Europe. Simple mitigation measures such as tracking local motion around2310

the atom interferometer and keeping people far away from the instrument during operation can have2311

quite significant effects on noise suppression. An application of such a noise suppression scheme applied2312

to ground-based laser interferometers can be found in [374].2313

Earth-generated sources dominate the lower frequency domain below a few Hz as large-scale effects2314

have wavelengths on the order of 1 km–1000 km. All terrestrial sources are also highly site dependent2315

and vary seasonally [375, 376]. This requires constant monitoring and calibration. It also makes2316

generating completely general models difficult as a given location for a TVLBAI may have ambient2317

background composed of complicated mixtures of seismic, atmospheric, and oceanic noise coupled2318

together. A pragmatic approach to understanding these sources is to focus on their characteristic2319

differences. Seismic waves come in many varieties including: P-waves (primary longitudinal), S-waves2320

(secondary transverse), Love and Rayleigh surface waves, where the order is with respect to wave2321

speed. Seismicity can also be categorized into long-lived stationary signals and transient signals such2322

as earthquakes and fault slips. Atmospheric noise can be separated into pressure/infrasound waves2323

and advected temperature gradients [331]. There also exist transient modes from the atmosphere in2324

the form of sonic booms and shock waves.2325

9.2.2 Further Noise Sources2326

Studies in [188] (Section 6.5) show that the noise due to an oscillating point mass close to the GW test2327

mass is proportional to the oscillation amplitude and suppressed by the relative distance between the2328

two objects. Hence, the vibration amplitude must be high and/or the object should be located close2329

to the test mass in order to compromise the strain sensitivity. One such study was recently conducted2330

at the KAGRA [377] underground GW facility. The cooling infrastructure is known to generate large2331

mechanical vibrations due to cryocooler operation and structural resonances of the cryostat. As cooling2332

system components are relatively heavy and in close proximity to the test masses, oscillations in the2333

gravitational field induced by their vibrations could contaminate the detector sensitivity. Results show2334

that, while this noise does not limit the current detector inspiral range, it will be an issue in the future2335

when KAGRA improves its sensitivity [378]. Similar studies of the Newtonian Noise (NN) generated2336

by the vibrations of the cryogenic shielding or from boiling cryogenic liquids have been studied by2337

[379] in relation to the development of LIGO Voyager [380].2338
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Besides these mechanical sources of vibrations, water flow in underground caverns could also be2339

one of the sources of NN. KAGRA removes about 1200 tons of water per year through the drainage2340

pipes near one of the test masses. Although NN produced by water compression can be considered2341

negligible, the water surface profile can vary during its flow, thus leading to a density variation.2342

Preliminary models show that NN from turbulent water flow could limit KAGRA’s sensitivity [381].2343

The proximity of water flow may also be an issue for the Boulby site, see Section 8.4.2.2344

9.2.3 Noise Surveillance2345

The gravitational coupling between the density fluctuation and test masses prevents NN from being2346

mechanically shielded. One of the possible ways of mechanically reducing NN is by reducing the effect2347

of seismic waves on the infrastructure in the vicinity of the test masses. Studies by [382] have shown2348

the use of seismic metamaterials to reduce the amplitude of incoming seismic waves. Such a cloaking2349

system can be realized by building periodic structures around the test masses with dimensions of the2350

order of the wavelength of the seismic waves of interest.2351

However, the most popular schemes for NN cancellation are active noise mitigation systems. The2352

fundamental concept underlying active noise cancellation is to monitor a noise source with some witness2353

sensors and then use these data to reconstruct the NN dominated strain output. The linear relationship2354

between the observed seismic displacement and the NN makes it possible to design optimal linear filters2355

(Wiener filters) by minimizing the squares of the error between the witness and target channels (strain2356

output) [383]. A first such offline scheme for NN cancellation was proposed by Cella [384]. Later2357

applications to real seismic fields at the LIGO detectors were realized by deploying seismometers near2358

the test masses [385, 386]. One of the challenging problems before a noise cancellation system can2359

be deployed is estimating the sensor locations for optimal noise cancellation. The complications arise2360

from inaccuracies in the reconstruction of the seismic cross-correlation field in the vicinity of the test2361

mass and the presence of local solutions to optimization problem. Recent studies at the Advanced2362

Virgo GW detector which makes use of Gaussian Process Regression for cross-correlation modeling2363

and global solvers like the Particle Swarm Optimizer have made successful attempts at designing such2364

optimal seismometer arrays for NN cancellation [387, 388]. In cases when the seismic field is dominated2365

by Rayleigh waves, noise cancellation using tiltmeters have also been found to be efficient [389]. The2366

cancellation performance of such a system relies on the cross-correlation values between the witness2367

channels and the target channel. A noise reduction factor of about 3-5 is expected for future third2368

generation underground GW detectors for frequencies greater than 2 Hz. For frequencies below 12369

Hz, when the seismic field is dominated by Rayleigh waves, a greater correlation between the witness2370

channels is expected, and consequently a greater noise reduction factor is foreseen.2371

9.2.4 Avoidance of Noise2372

An obvious way to reduce the impact of anthropogenic seismic noise to the detector output is to build2373

the detector underground and in a seismically quiet region. Seismic noise below 1 Hz is characterized2374

by surface waves with long wavelengths and hence suffers little attenuation while going underground.2375

However, a significant reduction can be observed for frequencies greater than 1 Hz. The attenuation2376

factor is dependent on the type of seismic sources and the geology at the site. Studies of underground2377

seismic noise have shown that a geological environment with a layer of soft soil on hard rock acts as2378

a low-pass filter, thus attenuating most of the surface noise [390]. In such geological scenarios, the2379

underground seismic noise above 1 Hz can be described as a mixed stochastic background of body2380

waves. Consequently, the impact of NN on the detector output is also reduced. Although there is2381

some contribution of NN originating from seismic displacement on the surface of the medium, it has2382
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been observed that the relatively small wavelengths of the seismic waves near the surface results in a2383

cancellation [391]. In regions where such a soft soil over hard rock geology is not observed, amplitude2384

reduction of about 5-10 can be expected and little difference in the composition of the seismic wavefield2385

between the surface and underground is observed [392]. Consequently, the contribution of NN is greater2386

than soft-soil over hard-rock geology.2387

For the natural sources of noise contributing below 1 Hz, building the detector farther away from2388

coastal regions can be beneficial. The secondary microseismic peak in the band 0.1 to 1 Hz mostly2389

originates from the nonlinear interaction between the incoming waves and those reflected by the coastal2390

landmass [393]. Hence the origin is relatively local as compared to the primary microseism that is2391

observed for frequencies between 0.05 and 0.1 Hz, which originates from deep-sea activities [394] and2392

propagates as diving waves over large distances. Hence, reduction of noise below 0.1 Hz by building the2393

detector away from coastal regions is unlikely. Another approach leverages the correlation between2394

sea weather conditions and infrasound band seismic noise to predict the background seismic noise2395

spectrum around 1 Hz several days in advance [395]. This prediction can help optimize instrument2396

operation time and potentially facilitate the implementation of thresholding and mitigation measures2397

during data analysis.2398

9.3 Cavity Enhancement for Interferometry2399

As discussed above, several different noise sources can impact the measurements of long baseline atom2400

interferometers. These need to be distinguished from the desired signal, such as the gravitational wave2401

signal. The difference in wavelength and characteristic length respectively between gravitational waves2402

and gravity gradient noise allows separation between the two. This can be achieved by correlating2403

distant sensors [246]. By separating the sensors, information on the gravity gradient can be obtained2404

and deployed to discriminate it from the desired gravitational wave signal.2405

To enhance the interferometric signal, optical cavities can be deployed. In a regular atom interfer-2406

ometric setup, the atoms are subjected to three laser pulses that are separated in time, as depicted in2407

Fig. 14. For such setups, a mirror is placed perpendicular to the gravitational vector underneath the2408

atom cloud. If the mirror is replaced by a cavity, the atoms are manipulated by the resulting standing2409

light wave. In this case, the interaction between the atoms and the light is not controlled through2410

intensity variations, but by modulating the coupling to the atoms [352].2411

Figure 31 depicts the cavity and the path of the atoms during the interferometric process. As2412

depicted, the atoms fall freely in the resonator’s volume, which acts as the three individual laser2413

pulses described above. In addition to the advantages of using the cavity, this allows multi-loop atom2414

interferometric schemes using the Sagnac effect [396]. The deploment of an optical resonator gives rise2415

to three main advantages:2416

• Increased laser power at the atoms: Laser power is one of the defining factors, as it determines the2417

momentum transfer range. Deploying a cavity increases the power and thereby the transferable2418

momentum. In turn, the area under the interferometer increases, which enhances the accuracy2419

of the measurement [154]. Similarly, the available power and required accuracy determine the2420

pulse length. Consequently, with increased power, the pulse length can be shortened while still2421

achieving the same accuracy.2422

• Mode filtering: One of the defining features of an optical resonator is the innate mode filtering. In2423

the framework of atom interferometry this decreases the phase fluctuations and thereby enhances2424

the signal-to-noise ratio in the final interferogram.2425
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standing light wave is created that manipulates the atom cloud. In the sketch a scheme for two interferometers

A1 and A2 separated by length L is depicted. This is a configuration that could be deployed in MIGA or

ELGAR: see Sections 7.2 and 7.3.

• Phase and frequency noise control: Finally, the cavity stabilizes the laser to any given frequency.2426

Depending on the finesse, the phase and frequency noise of the laser can be reduced.2427

In view of these benefits, it has to be mentioned that the achievable finesse of the cavity, especially2428

over long distances, and the resulting pulse length, present challenges for their operation. The finesse2429

of the cavity determines the bandwidth of the resulting standing light wave and influences the response2430

time of the light to the auxiliary manipulation process [287, 352]. If, for example, the ELGAR [8]2431

configuration, with a baseline of L ∼ 10 km is considered, a cavity with an achievable finesse of2432

F = 100 gives a bandwidth of ∆ν = 150 Hz and a pulse length of more than 50 ms.2433

The numbers lead to limitations of the configuration [350]. If, for instance a cavity is stretched2434

over a long distance, while maintaining the same waist, the system is limited by the small acceptable2435

linewidth and, in consequence, the pulse length. At the other end of the spectrum of possibilities,2436

a smaller cavity results in limitations of the cloud size. Thus, for every configuration, an optimal2437

length exists. This configuration is determined by the geometric limit of the situation. However, the2438

configuration can be optimized by usage of beam-shaping optics, preparing the laser for the atom2439

interrogation optimally [137].2440

9.4 Tests of Local Position Invariance using additional Frequency References2441

Metric theories of gravity [397] such as general relativity [398, 399], are based on the Einstein Equiva-2442

lence Principle (EEP) [397, 400]. Since atoms couple [141] to gravity, they may experience EEP vio-2443

lations, tests of such theories can be performed with the help of atom-based quantum sensors [32, 401–2444

403]. Two main directions have evolved for such experiments, namely atomic clocks [404, 405] and2445

atom interferometers [40, 41].2446

Clocks based on superpositions of internal atomic (electronic) states are conventionally used for2447

tests of Local Position Invariance (LPI) [402, 403], one facet of the EEP. In order to initialize such2448

internal superpositions, one uses light pulses in the microwave [406] or optical [407] frequency regime,2449

where recoils can be suppressed either by the Lamb-Dicke [408] regime for traps or by using effectively2450
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recoilless pulses [409]. In this way, atomic clocks represent a localized frequency reference, reaching2451

sensitivities for LPI violations at the order of 10−7 [403].2452

In contrast, light-pulse atom interferometers [40, 41], based on delocalized spatial superpositions of2453

atoms, are established inertial sensors [39] able, e.g., to measure gravitational acceleration [40]. These2454

spatial superpositions can be created by using the effective recoil of light pulses [410]. As such, they2455

are natural setups for tests of the universality of free fall as a facet of the EEP that is complementary2456

to LPI. These tests can be achieved by comparing the gravitational accelerations of two different test2457

masses, represented either by two atomic species [152], or two different isotopes [32], or even two2458

different internal states of one atom [411].2459

In the proposed terrestrial 100m and 1 km atom-interferometric gravitational-wave and dark-2460

matter detectors, one uses single-photon transitions [154] to create spatial superpositions, which in-2461

herently address two internal states of the atom and induce transitions between them. These different2462

internal states also couple [412] to the centre-of-mass motion of the atom via a relativistic effect,2463

called the mass defect [413, 414], which can encode the proper time of the centre of mass of the atom.2464

Moreover, it allows for atom interferometers to represent an inertial sensor and a frequency reference2465

at the same time, leading to the concept of quantum-clock interferometry [307, 412, 415]. As such,2466

quantum-clock interferometry might lead to more abstract interferometer sequences [150] than in the2467

case of conventional clocks or atom interferometers.2468

Consequently, quantum-clock geometries were proposed [149, 150] where possible LPI violations2469

are encoded into their signal in complete analogy to atomic clocks. Normally, however, these atom-2470

interferometric proposals can be estimated [150] to be less sensitive to LPI violations compared to2471

clocks when focusing on LPI tests via the gravitational redshift [397, 402]. For such kinds of LPI tests2472

large spatial separations between identical frequency references at different heights are crucial, and2473

clocks can reach enormous distances up to thousands of kilometers [402]. In contrast, with current2474

baselines in the few-metre regime [32, 152] for light-pulse atom interferometers, quantum-clock schemes2475

would be limited both in spatial separations between the branches and in interrogation times by the2476

short free-fall time of about 1 s to 2 s in such setups. Consequently, very-large-baseline experiments [4]2477

with longer free-fall times, as discussed in this article, would enhance both spatial separations between2478

the branches and interrogation times of quantum-clock-based LPI tests.2479

Additionally, one can eliminate the clocks’ advantage of large spatial separations by testing LPI2480

via clock rates [397], instead of the redshift. Here, two different frequency references, implemented2481

e.g., via different species or isotopes, are placed at the same height or are falling in parallel, and it is2482

then measured whether the ticking rate depends on the implementations of the frequency references.2483

Consequently, the quantum-clock scheme depicted in Fig. 32 and testing LPI via clock rates was2484

recently proposed [151], leading to projected sensitivities of the order of 10−7 for 3 s of free-fall time,2485

which is comparable to clocks. Since this scheme is based on a sequence of internal transitions, it would2486

fit perfectly with the proposed single-photon transitions planned for the terrestrial 100m and 1 km2487

setups. Moreover, it was already estimated [151] that effects like the finite speed of light and other2488

deleterious effects impose manageable requirements. Additionally, the sensitivity to LPI violations2489

scales cubically in time in the proposed scheme, which amounts exactly to the difference between2490

proper time and laboratory time. Hence, due to the very long free-fall time of roughly 4 s in 100m2491

and 14 s in 1 km setups, the sensitivity would increase rapidly up to the order of 10−8 to 10−9, thus2492

possibly outperforming all current tests.2493

However, a single experimental run of the proposed quantum-clock scheme does not lead to the2494

desired clock-rate-based LPI test, since two different frequency references have to be compared. The2495

LPI test is provided by introducing an additional frequency reference, such as another atomic isotope or2496
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in the ground state |g⟩, a π/2 pulse (red) brings it into a superposition of ground (blue solid line) and excited

state |e⟩ (green dashed line), where the finite speed c of the laser light is depicted by an inclined line. The

pulse also transfers a momentum ℏk to the excited state, e.g. induced by single-photon transitions, leading to

a spatial superposition of the atom. After redirection via two internal-state changing π pulses (purple) in time

intervals T/4 and 3T/4, the branches are brought to interference by the final π/2 pulse at interrogation time

T , and the population in the excited state is detected. The experiment is performed in a linear gravitational

field with mean acceleration g. To include possible LPI violations, the acceleration is augmented by the factor

1 ± αℏΩ/(2mc2), including violation parameter α, atomic transition frequency Ω, and atomic mass m. This

Figure was taken from [151].

species, and performing the quantum-clock experiment with two frequency references simultaneously.2497

As proposed in [151], one could use different strontium isotopes with similar experimental requirements,2498

fitting perfectly with the projected strontium sources for the 100m and 1 km setups.2499

In summary, LPI tests with cubic time scaling would supplement significantly the other science2500

cases for terrestrial very-long-baseline experiments without requiring major additional technology de-2501

velopment.2502

9.5 Applications to Geodetic Research2503

As described at length earlier, atom interferometers are sensitive to accelerations. Prior to this Section,2504

the usage of these systems primarily for gravitational wave detection and tests of fundamental physics2505

have been discussed. In the spirit of this Section, here we note the application to geodetic research,2506

studying the Earth’s gravitational field and its dynamics. The local gravitational field is relevant for2507

monitoring the developments of the local height and the atmosphere. If the quality of the recorded2508

data is precise enough, it can also be used to determine SI units. The realization of the kg by means2509

of a Watt balance requires precise knowledge of absolute g in combination with a precise modelling of2510

the local environment as well as relative gravimetric measurements to transfer the measured value of2511

g to the location of the test mass inside the Watt balance [416, 417].2512

With many applications of knowledge of the (local) gravitational field, cold atom interferometry2513

has been investigated as a novel technique to improve on the quality of the available data. One of the2514

major advantages of cold atoms is the (almost complete) absence of drift in the measurement, allowing2515
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for absolute comparability of experiments over time. Here, only those with relevance to terrestrial very2516

long baseline atom interferometers are discussed.2517

To investigate the local gravitational field, small, transportable apparatuses were developed [418–2518

420], with some commercial products being made available. However, the sensitivity of the apparatus2519

scales with the separation of the two measured atom clouds or the space traveled in the gravitational2520

potential. Consequently, long baseline atom interferometers, such as the very long baseline atom2521

interferometer, have spiked the interest of geological as well as fundamental researchers [305].2522

In order to deploy individual terrestrial very long baseline atom interferometers for geodesy or2523

geophysical research, intimate knowledge of the system and its surroundings are necessary. This2524

includes intricate modelling of the environment and the expected gravitational field. In addition to2525

the quality of the model, the quality of the measurement also depends on the knowledge of changes to2526

the surroundings. 9 Here, in addition, knowledge of the presence of any mass, stationary or dynamical,2527

is important, as it changes the environment and results in a deviation from the original model.2528

As an example of applications on a local scale, we now describe the operation of a vertical VLBAI2529

(cf., Section 6) as a gravimeter. The current method of measuring g and achieving SI traceability2530

requires group comparisons of absolute gravimeters [421], in which metrological institutes and users of2531

absolute gravimeters meet and compare a series of measurements following a predefined protocol [422].2532

This method is necessary because users and metrological institutes use the same instruments and2533

no “gravity standard” of higher order exits. Regular participation in such comparisons every two2534

to four years enables the users to monitor the stability of their instruments, which are typically2535

deployed on measurement campaigns on a national to continental scale. The combination of different2536

instruments across decades makes the close monitoring of the individual gravimeters performance2537

mandatory [423, 424].2538

A higher-order gravity standard, even in stationary form, providing g on demand (potentially as2539

a service) for users in geodesy and geophysics, would directly contribute to the scientific goals and2540

achievements of these users. Potentially, a vertical atom interferometer, such as devices like the 10m2541

VLBAI in Hannover (cf., Section 6.4) or the similar device in Wuhan (cf. Section 6.5), could provide2542

such a gravity reference.2543

However, the local gravity field needs to be well understood to provide a gravity reference for2544

visiting absolute gravimeters. The simplest comparison between a VLBAI and a transportable absolute2545

gravimeter would be the assumption of a constant offset stable over time (multiple visits over several2546

years) between these devices. This would require a constant reference height of the VLBAI, as gravity2547

changes with height, and the identical effect on gravity due to, e.g., changes in local hydrology, at2548

the VLBAI and the instrument under test. Depending on the size of the VLBAI and the local2549

conditions, the assumption of such a constant offset between two or more locations for the VLBAI2550

and transportable absolute gravimeters is unlikely to be valid. Thus, the local gravity field needs to2551

be modelled considering changes in the environment, e.g., in hydrology but also of heavy equipment2552

in the laboratories. For the instrument in Hannover, the local gravity field is mapped with repeated2553

surveys using transportable relative gravimeters and absolute gravity measurements provided by the2554

local FG5X-220 [305]. A model of the building and its interior was created and updated according2555

to the progress of the installation of the VLBAI and other equipment in the building. Ground water2556

gauges directly at the building monitor the variations of the local groundwater level so they can be2557

considered in the gravity field model. The aforementioned gravimetric measurement campaigns are2558

also used to validate this model. As a result of the modelling a height- and location-dependent gravity2559

9The movement of scientists was identified earlier as a noise source.
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effect of groundwater changes due to the design of the building and the basements is expected. Due to2560

a lack of groundwater recharge in previous years, this effect has not been validated by measurements2561

of the gravity field yet.2562

Once the system on a local scale is fully understood, it allows one to monitor the local gravita-2563

tional field precisely over long periods of time. This includes measurements of tides, atmospheric mass2564

changes, and dynamic processes in the Earth’s mantle and the deep interior of the Earth. The latter2565

applications related to the internal structure of the Earth are currently the domain of superconducting2566

gravimeters [425], which are the most precise relative gravimeters to date. Superconducting gravime-2567

ters are commonly used in small networks, e.g. monitoring a volcano [426] or networking on a global2568

scale, e.g. in the search for dark matter [427]. However, a lot of phenomena, e.g., the detection of2569

Slichter modes, inner-core wobble or free core nutation, either require a large excitation of the Earth’s2570

body via a large-amplitude earthquake [428] or are beyond the current sensitivity of these instruments2571

[429]. Data from VLBAI’s operated, for example, at national metrology institutes to realize the SI2572

unit g, could be reevaluated for these geodetic and geophysical applications.2573

With strategic site choices, already individual systems, can be deployed as early warning systems.2574

Due to the repetition rate of cold atom interferometers, these are particularly sensitive to events during2575

which the local gravitational field changes on time scales ≥ 1 s. This category includes flooding events2576

and the monitoring of volcanic activities. While probably not the primary area of application, it is2577

possible to envisage such systems to predict avalanches and land slides. Due to the long integration2578

time, a single system will not be capable of acting effectively as an early warning system for earthquakes2579

and similar events.2580

Such devices can in addition be deployed to monitor effects of climate change, such as sea level2581

rises and glacial melting, and help fight the effects of climate change by monitoring ground water levels2582

or the structural integrity of critical infrastructures.2583

With a large network of atom interferometers, such as proposed for ELGAR, some of the limitations2584

on detectable frequencies and events could be lifted. Finally, a network of several independent atom2585

interferometers could be capable of studying global effects with local precision. Differently from2586

satellite-based geodesy, possible studies would benefit from the achievable accuracy of the local systems,2587

while receiving data from a global network. Of course, no network of atom interferometers can ever2588

achieve the global coverage a satellite has, but it benefits from the small distance to the target,2589

stationary experiments, and higher separation baseline of the atoms.2590

Most likely, experimental data taken in the search for gravitational waves could be used for geo-2591

physical research, allowing a more in-depth investigation of the local environment.2592

9.6 Molecular Interference2593

Molecular interference is performed with a diferent aim from atom interference. Of course, these2594

experiments could in principle, like cold atom interferometry, enable gravitational wave research, but2595

the ultimate goal of molecular interferometry is mainly in the area of decoherence and exploring the2596

limits of quantum mechanics [118, 123, 430, 431]. 10 Consequently, the mass of molecules being studied2597

in interference experiments has increased over the past century. The latest experiment in the sequence2598

are molecules with more than 2000 individual atoms with a mass of around 27 kDa [124].2599

Differently from the atom interferometric experiments, molecular interference usually follows the2600

logic of Young’s double slit experiment. State-of-the art experiments, such as the Kapitza-Dirac-2601

Talbot-Lau interferometer (KDTLI) [432], the optical time-domain ionizing matter-wave (OTIMA)2602

10See Section 3.4 for a discussion of the interest in probes of quantum mechanics.
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interferometer [433], and the long-baseline matter-wave interferometer (LUMI) [434], make use of the2603

self-replicating effect of waves behind a grating, the so-called Talbot carpet [435]. This allows for much2604

more compact setups and, in consequence, through the relation between wavelength and impulse, an2605

increase in particle mass. To make the most of the Talbot effect, these setups usually consist of three2606

gratings equidistant in time or space. The first grating prepares the planar waves, the second grating2607

is used for diffraction and the third grating for scanning through the Talbot carpet.2608

To increase the particle mass beyond 106 Da, further tricks have to be deployed. At these masses,2609

the residence time inside the interferometer expands into several seconds, during which the particles2610

fall out of the active volume. This can be counteracted by designing missions for space, such as the2611

MAQRO proposal [436]. In the microgravity environment of space, the relative displacement of the2612

particles to the interrogation lasers remains manageable, enabling research on large nanoparticles.2613

Alternatively, molecular fountains or freely-falling apparatuses could allow more prolonged free-fall2614

times in the gravitational potential and thereby enable the study of more massive particles [437]. Here,2615

we focus on fountain-based setups and ignore the possibility of executing molecular interferometry in2616

facilities such as the drop tower in Bremen or the Einstein Elevator in Hannover. A molecular fountain2617

with a maximal height of 25 m equipped with gratings produced by pulsed ultraviolet lasers at 175 nm2618

would enable the study of particles with a mass in the range of 108 Da.2619

In order to ensure that any observed decoherence is caused by underlying physics, other decoher-2620

ence channels have to be reduced. This includes the thermal and structural noise floor of the tower,2621

external magnetic fields, the vacuum quality, and the relaxation of possible internal states. While these2622

effects cannot be eliminated completely, proper engineering based on the experience and knowledge2623

gained by the cold atom community, coupled with the deployment of advanced source techniques can2624

reduce the impact. We note also that recent advances in cooling of the external states support the2625

experimental road towards decoherence studies using molecules [438, 439].2626

Other applications of long-baseline molecular interferometry includes particle metrology and in-2627

vestigation of particle structure inaccessible to classical means [432]. By applying external electric or2628

magnetic fields, the resulting interferogram allows to distinguish between properties, such as dipoles,2629

in otherwise identical particles. These leads to applications in chemistry, biology, and chemistry. Fi-2630

nally, it shall be mentioned, that people have been discussing to deploy interferometric decoherence2631

to study further fundamental phenomena and processes [437].2632

9.7 Summary2633

The topics covered in this section act as additional information to the topics discussed in the other2634

sections of this paper. It links lessons learned from other long-baseline experiments to the presented2635

ideas, describes additional means to improve the scientific signal, details other uses for the obtained2636

data, and explains further developments, that benefit from the technology evolution expected from the2637

operation of terrestrial long baseline atom interferometers. Consequently, the topics in this section are2638

not connected to each other, but act as additional information to support a road map. Additionally,2639

these are chosen to draw attention to necessary developments, opportunities, and challenges involved2640

in constructing and operating complex systems.2641

10 Conclusion2642

As summarized here, the TVLBAI workshop has highlighted the emerging potential of Atom Interfer-2643

ometry (AI) as a highly promising field in fundamental physics and related applications. AI harnesses2644
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the principles of superposition and interference of atomic wave packets to achieve remarkable sensitiv-2645

ity to inertial and gravitational effects. In recent years the landscape of AI experiments has undergone2646

rapid expansion and development, including advances in ultra-sensitive setups, portable devices and2647

commercially available gravimeters.2648

The development of large-scale AI projects, including ongoing prototype detectors at the O(10)-m2649

scale, the construction of O(100)-m experiments and proposals for kilometer-scale detectors, reflects2650

the growing international interest and investment in this field. These initiatives aim to demonstrate2651

the feasibility of implementing AI on a larger scale and lay the foundation for future exploration.2652

Kilometer-scale detectors hold significant promise for sensitive investigations of gravitational waves2653

in the unexplored deciHz frequency band and shedding light on the nature of dark matter, while2654

simultaneously serving as technology testbeds for space-based AI missions.2655

The TVLBAI workshop brought together experts from diverse disciplines including cold atom2656

physics, fundamental physics, astrophysics and cosmology, with a shared vision to drive the progress2657

of large-scale AI projects. The TVLBAI Workshop facilitated successfully the convergence of these2658

communities, and fostered discussions on establishing a roadmap for advancing this vision. This2659

roadmap encompasses well-defined technological milestones and refined scientific goals, and under-2660

scores the importance of forging a proto-collaboration that works together and speaks with a common2661

voice. This proto-collaboration will be essential for planning, promoting and realizing the world land-2662

scape of large-scale AI projects, enabling a structured approach to the realization of kilometer-scale2663

detectors by the mid-2030s.2664
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